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11Abstract Argumentation is an important skill to learn. It is valuable not only in many
12professional contexts, such as the law, science, politics, and business, but also in everyday
13life. However, not many people are good arguers. In response to this, researchers and
14practitioners over the past 15–20 years have developed software tools both to support and
15teach argumentation. Some of these tools are used in individual fashion, to present students
16with the “rules” of argumentation in a particular domain and give them an opportunity to
17practice, while other tools are used in collaborative fashion, to facilitate communication and
18argumentation between multiple, and perhaps distant, participants. In this paper, we review
19the extensive literature on argumentation systems, both individual and collaborative, and
20both supportive and educational, with an eye toward particular aspects of the past work.
21More specifically, we review the types of argument representations that have been used, the
22various types of interaction design and ontologies that have been employed, and the system
23architecture issues that have been addressed. In addition, we discuss intelligent and
24automated features that have been imbued in past systems, such as automatically analyzing
25the quality of arguments and providing intelligent feedback to support and/or tutor
26argumentation. We also discuss a variety of empirical studies that have been done with
27argumentation systems, including, among other aspects, studies that have evaluated the
28effect of argument diagrams (e.g., textual versus graphical), different representations, and
29adaptive feedback on learning argumentation. Finally, we conclude by summarizing the
30“lessons learned” from this large and impressive body of work, particularly focusing on
31lessons for the CSCL research community and its ongoing efforts to develop computer-
32mediated collaborative argumentation systems.
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36Introduction

37A key human skill, utilized across many domains and activities, in a variety of situations, is
38the ability to argue. Think of an attorney in a courtroom, a scientist positing a new theory, a
39politician arguing for a new policy proposal, or an employee trying to convince his or her
40boss to buy a new software package. In all of these scenarios—and countless others in
41professional and everyday life—the protagonist must cite important facts, argue in support
42of conclusions that derive from those facts, counter the claims of others in a principled way,
43and fully use his or her powers of persuasion—and yet do all of this according to accepted
44guidelines or rules of argumentation—to convince others of their position or justify a
45conclusion. Unfortunately, many people are poor arguers (Tannen 1998). They often do not
46know when they are merely expressing an opinion versus making a claim based on facts.
47They do not try to rebut the arguments of others but, rather, ignore points of conflict and
48continue to establish their own argument. Conversely, many people do not recognize when
49others have rationally rebutted their arguments. These issues highlight an important
50educational need that cuts across many fields of endeavor, such as the law, science,
51business, public policy, and, in fact, many aspects of ordinary daily life: the need to teach
52people to become better at arguing.
53Since the time of Aristotle, and even earlier, in Chinese culture, for instance, there have
54been many frameworks and “rules” of argumentation proposed and identified by
55mathematicians, philosophers, and researchers. Formal logic, a branch of mathematics,
56was long the primary province of argumentation (e.g., Whitehead and Russell 1910), while,
57more recently, naturally occurring human argumentation, which has both an inductive and
58deductive character, has also been carefully evaluated, especially from a practical
59perspective (e.g., Toulmin 1958; Kuhn 1991). While the many theoretical and practical
60approaches to argumentation vary in level of detail, perspective, and specific context of
61applicability, they can be viewed as sharing at least some basic principles, such as all
62relevant facts should be considered, claims should be well-grounded, and both supporting
63and conflicting claims should be considered. Many agree, at least in a general sense, on
64such “principles of argumentation,” as well as the need for more people to understand and
65employ a principled approach in making their arguments across a wide variety of fields.
66So how can more people learn to argue, and argue well? While some students learn to
67argue simply in the course of their studies, through interactions with their classmates and
68teachers, support of argumentation learning is missing from most formal courses.
69Furthermore, even in subject areas where argumentation is an explicit part of the
70curriculum, such as the law and logic, a teacher’s ability to teach argumentation is
71naturally limited by constraints on time and availability. As a result, many educational
72technology and learning science researchers have investigated how computer technology
73can fill this gap and make a difference to students’ learning of argumentation, across a wide
74variety of fields, including the law (Aleven and Ashley 1997; Pinkwart et al. 2006a),
75science (Suthers et al. 2001; Ranney and Schank 1998; Linn et al. 1998), diagnostic
76reasoning (Woolf et al. 2005), and conversational argumentation (McAlister et al. 2004; de
77Groot et al. 2007). Leveraging the inherent advantages of computers (i.e., consistency,
78widespread use, superior availability as compared to human teachers, never tiring, etc.),
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79these researchers and developers have created argumentation systems to relieve some of the
80burden on teachers to teach argumentation, by supporting learners in creating, editing,
81interpreting, and/or reviewing arguments.
82The field of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) has, in particular, been
83interested in argumentation and how students can benefit from it (cf. de Vries et al. 2002;
84Baker 2003; Schwarz and Glassner 2003; Andriessen 2006; Stegmann et al. 2007; Muller
85Mirza and Perret-Clermont 2009). So-called “collaborative argumentation” (Andriessen
862006) is viewed as a key way in which students can learn critical thinking, elaboration, and
87reasoning (Andriessen 2006; Bransford et al. 1999). Such a model of argumentation is
88aimed not at having students learn how to prevail over an opponent, which is perhaps more
89an emphasis in, for instance, the legal domain, but rather as a means of arriving at an
90agreed-upon position between members of a group. This type of argumentation is practiced
91when, for instance, scientists build upon—and sometimes refute—one another’s theories
92and empirical research to arrive at scientific conclusions. However, even though the tenor and
93goals of collaborative argumentation are different than debate-style argumentation, as in the
94law, there is still a need, as discussed above, for the participants to understand the “ground
95rules” of argumentation and to discuss and argue with one another in a rational fashion.
96In this paper, we thoroughly review the way in which argumentation has been supported
97and taught to students using computer-based systems. In particular, we focus on the practice
98of teaching argumentation through the use of software. By scaffolding good argumentation
99practices, the systems reviewed in this article not only support students in “learning to
100argue” but also, in many cases, help students learn about specific domain topics through
101argumentation (“arguing to learn”). In fact, these different aspects of argumentation are
102mutually dependent and often not clearly divisible (Koschmann 2003). In other words, the
103acquisition of argumentation and domain competencies goes hand in hand. Our intent in
104writing this article was to explore this practice over a range of domains (e.g., the law,
105science, formal reasoning, conversational argumentation), seeking to identify both
106commonly used and unique software techniques. We also present empirical results that
107demonstrate the effect of argumentation tools on argumentation process and learning
108outcomes. That is, we do not limit our review to systems that are thought of as
109“educational” (e.g., Belvedere: Suthers et al. 2001; LARGO: Pinkwart et al. 2006a;
110ARGUNAUT: de Groot et al. 2007) by including systems that are designed less to support
111learning argumentation and more to support the actual practice of argumentation (e.g.,
112Carneades: Gordon et al. 2007; Araucaria: Reed and Rowe 2004). Finally, while we have a
113particular interest in collaborative argumentation, this paper also reviews approaches in
114which students learn argumentation or use argumentation systems in one-to-one (human-to-
115computer) fashion. Our rationale for widening the scope outside of education and
116collaboration is twofold: First, many single-user systems are educationally focused and
117are used collaboratively (i.e., with two or more students sitting in front of one computer)
118and, second, non-CSCL systems have important lessons to teach about how to build
119systems that can help people learn to argue.
120Our review work has uncovered general themes in past argumentation systems that
121provides a road map for this paper. First, in the section titled “Argumentation systems,” we
122give the reader a taste of existing argumentation systems, by briefly reviewing some of
123the most prominent systems. We particularly focus on the systems that are the most
124sophisticated and elegant in their approach, from the total of 50 systems that we analyzed,
125along with whether they have led to good results (either learning or performance), and their
126prominence within the research community. We also have chosen the example software
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127tools as a representative sampling across as wide a continuum of argumentation systems as
128possible.
129In section “Argument representations,” we review the form in which argumentation
130systems have presented arguments to human users. Most (but certainly not all) past systems
131employ visual representations of arguments, in which the students or users contribute to,
132and/or interact with, graphical representations of arguments (cf. Belvedere: Suthers et al.
1332001; Digalo: Schwarz and Glassner 2007; Reason!Able: van Gelder 2002). The nodes of
134such graph representations are conceptual objects, such as “facts” and “claims,” while the
135links represent relations between the constructs, such as “supports” or “opposes.” A
136comparison of different types of representations, complete with the pros and cons of each,
137is presented in this section.
138In “Interaction design,” we discuss various aspects of how students can manipulate and/
139or create arguments. For instance, some systems allow users to freely create their own
140arguments (e.g., Digalo: Schwarz and Glassner 2007), while others prompt users to analyze
141arguments extracted from a transcript (e.g., Araucaria: Reed and Rowe 2004). Whether a
142system is collaborative (e.g., DebateGraph: http://www.debategraph.org; AcademicTalk:
143McAlister et al. 2004) or single user (e.g., Athena: Rolf and Magnusson 2002) is another
144characteristic discussed in this section of the paper.
145Next, in “Ontologies,” we look at how and why different systems define the conceptual
146primitives used to construct arguments within the underlying target domain. For instance,
147the legal educational system LARGO (Pinkwart et al. 2006a), uses an ontology containing
148the concepts “test,” “hypothetical,” and “fact situation” with links such as “distinction” and
149“modification,” while the system Convince Me (Ranney and Schank 1998) employs more
150scientific-focused primitives such as “hypothesis” and “data” elements with “explain” and
151“contradict” links. Other systems, such as Rationale (van Gelder 2007), provide more
152expansive primitive sets that allow users to construct arguments in different domains.
153In “Automated analysis,” we review the means by which past systems have analyzed
154student-generated arguments and activities, in many cases using artificial intelligence (AI)
155techniques. For instance, the ARGUNAUT system (de Groot et al. 2007) uses both machine
156learning and AI graph-matching techniques (McLaren et al. 2009) to identify important
157patterns in collaborative argumentation for the purpose of alerting a teacher (or discussion
158moderator). We characterize these analysis techniques by whether they focus on core
159argumentation characteristics (e.g., Does this argument correctly follow the Toulmin
160approach [1958]?) and, second, by whether they focus on communicative characteristics of
161an argument (e.g., Do the students acknowledge one another’s contributions?).
162In “Tutorial feedback,” we discuss past efforts to provide pedagogical support to
163students in the form of messages or visual highlighting. Feedback issues include when to
164provide feedback (e.g., immediate or delayed), how to provide feedback (e.g., highlighting
165or text messages), and who receives the feedback (e.g., teacher or student). For example, the
166feedback of the ARGUNAUT system (de Groot et al. 2007) was provided to teachers for the
167purpose of helping them guide several ongoing collaborative discussions. Other systems,
168such as Belvedere (Suthers et al. 2001), provide feedback directly to students.
169The section “Architecture and technology” focuses on the underlying software
170architecture of past systems. We discuss how most of the past efforts have, unfortunately,
171not built upon the software architecture and ideas of earlier systems. In particular, many
172argumentation system designers and developers have used a “from scratch” approach that
173has ignored ongoing developments in computer science and software engineering, such as
174the use of design patterns and reusable components. On the other hand, we cite recent
175efforts in educational technology research that promote such software practices (e.g.,
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176Suthers 2001; Harrer and Devedzic 2002; Devedzic and Harrer 2005; Goodman et al. 2005;
177Israel and Aiken 2007; Bouyias et al. 2008).
178Next, in “Empirical studies,” we review and discuss a variety of empirical studies that
179have been done with argumentation systems, including, among other aspects, studies that
180have evaluated the effect on learning argumentation of argument diagrams (e.g., How do
181diagrams help learning? [Easterday et al. 2007]), different representations (e.g., matrix
182versus graph versus text [Suthers and Hundhausen 2003]), and adaptive feedback (e.g.,
183Schank 1995). The general finding across these studies is that argument representation and
184guidance does make a difference in helping students learn to argue.
185Finally, in the “Conclusions” section, we summarize the lessons learned from this large
186and impressive body of work on argumentation systems, particularly focusing on lessons
187for the CSCL research community and its ongoing efforts to develop computer-mediated
188collaborative argumentation systems.

189Argumentation systems

190In this section, we introduce some of the argumentation systems that will be discussed in
191more detail throughout this article. As discussed above, we consider both single-user and
192collaborative argumentation systems because (a) single-user systems are often used
193collaboratively (i.e., multiple students in front of one computer) and (b) the features and
194services offered by single-user systems are also potentially useful in collaborative settings
195and are thus worthy of consideration by designers of collaborative systems. Of the systems
196introduced in this section, Belvedere, gIBIS, QuestMap, Compendium, Digalo, AcademicTalk,
197InterLoc, DebateGraph, and Collaboratorium offer built-in support for collaboration, while
198Reason!Able, Rationale, Athena, Carneades, ArguMed, LARGO, SenseMaker, and Convince
199Me are single-user systems.
200Perhaps the best known of all argumentation systems is Belvedere (Suthers et al. 2001;
201see Fig. 1), a multiuser, graph-based diagramming tool for scientific argumentation.
202Belvedere exemplifies many of the themes in this review, including argument representa-
203tions, ontologies, visualization, analysis, and feedback. Initial versions of the tool were
204designed to engage secondary school children in complex scientific argumentation and
205provided advisory guidance using Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) mechanisms to support
206students in their argumentation and to encourage self-reflection. In later versions, the focus
207moved from advisory to representational guidance, that is, using specially targeted
208argument interfaces to bias and guide students’ discourse. Another change in focus in a
209later version was a move from more complex scientific reasoning to simpler evidential
210argumentation involving evidential relations between data and hypotheses. Figure 1 shows
211a visualization of Belvedere in which argument contributions (e.g., a data element “Linux is
212free,” a hypothesis “For common people Windows is preferable”) are represented as nodes,
213and links between the nodes represent the relationship between the contributions (e.g.,
214”Linux is free” is opposed to ”For common people Windows is preferable”). This style of
215argument visualization is the predominant one found among the argumentation systems
216discussed in this paper.
217Argumentation is a central concern of the teaching of philosophy and, thus, a number of
218key educational argumentation systems come from this tradition, including Reason!Able
219(van Gelder 2002, 2003), its commercial successor Rationale (van Gelder 2007), and
220Athena (Rolf and Magnusson 2002). Reason!Able, for instance, is an argument diagramming
221system that supports “rapid and easy construction, modification and evaluation of argument
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222visualizations” (van Gelder 2003, p. 106). It is a key part of the Reason! method aimed at
223teaching reasoning and argumentation skills.
224While Reason!Able, Rationale, and Athena can be used for both argument analysis and
225production, Araucaria (Reed and Rowe 2004) aims at the analysis of arguments, provided
226as textual transcripts. Primarily focused on research contexts, Araucaria can also be used in
227educational settings, as an aid to argumentation and critical thinking courses. System
228features include the support of three different diagrammatic notations for laying out
229arguments (Standard, Toulmin [1958] and Wigmore [1931] notation), translations between
230the notations, and the support of different argumentation schemes (Walton et al. 2008).
231Some argumentation systems can process the constructed diagrams to automatically
232derive acceptability values for argument elements. Carneades, for instance, “supports a
233range of argumentation tasks, including argument reconstruction, evaluation and visuali-
234zation” (Gordon et al. 2007, p. 875). Although it is conceptualized as a domain-independent
235tool, it is primarily aimed at legal argumentation. It makes use of a formal, mathematical
236model to compute and assign acceptability values to propositions and supports multiple
237proof standards, that is, different procedures to derive the acceptability of a claim and
238associated arguments such as “preponderance of evidence.” Similar decision procedures are
239implemented in ArguMed (Verheij 2003), an argument assistant system that also focuses on
240the legal domain, and Hermes (Karacapilidis and Papadias 2001), a system that supports
241collaborative decision making in threaded discussions.
242In contrast to Carneades, ArguMed, and Hermes, the Intelligent Tutoring System
243LARGO (Pinkwart et al. 2006a) focuses on teaching law students legal argumentation skills.
244The student’s task is to analyze existing U.S. Supreme Court Oral Arguments by
245“translating” provided transcripts into a graph-based visual representation, supported by
246an advice-upon-request function. LARGO uses a special-purpose argumentation model and
247representation that focuses on hypothetical reasoning, that is, legal parties propose tests that
248interpret laws, legal principles, or precedence cases in a specific way to decide the current
249situation at hand; these tests are challenged by suggesting competing hypothetical situations

Fig. 1 Belvedere

Q1

with a graph-and-matrix interface
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250(hypotheticals) in which the proposed test leads to an undesired outcome. This then, in turn,
251may lead to abandoning or modifying the test.
252Another well-known tool is SenseMaker, which supports the construction of scientific
253arguments, either individually, or in small groups of students in front of the same computer.
254It uses a specific representation consisting of hierarchically nested frames (or “containers”)
255to make “student thinking visible during individual and collaborative activities in the
256classroom” (Bell 1997, p. 10). Figure 2 shows a screenshot of SenseMaker. Hyperlinks
257(underlined texts in Fig. 2) represent evidence that students collect from World Wide Web
258resources (e.g., “Bicyclists at night” in Fig. 2). Frames represent claims (e.g., “THEORY 1:
259Light Goes Forever Until Absorbed (LGF)” in Fig. 2). Elements (i.e., hyperlinks and
260frames) are placed into frames to indicate support for the corresponding claim. SenseMaker
261is part of the Knowledge Integration Environment (KIE; Bell and Linn 2000), which was
262developed for middle and high school science instruction, and its successor, the Web-based
263Inquiry Science Environment (WISE; Linn et al. 2003). Both environments offer a range of
264scientific inquiry activities and tools, one of which is argument diagramming.
265Convince Me (Ranney and Schank 1998) is another tool that supports scientific
266reasoning in educational contexts. Students use Convince Me to lay out and evaluate
267arguments based on scientific principles by defining the argument structure and specifying
268believability ratings for individual argument elements. To receive system feedback on the
269quality of their arguments, students run a simulation to check whether their ratings are in
270line with those of a computational model of reasoning called ECHO. In initial system
271versions, students typed arguments in a form-based interface; later versions were enhanced
272with a graph-based argument representation.
273Another strand of argumentation tools have their origin in the IBIS methodology (Issue-
274Based Information System; Kunz and Rittel 1970), which aims at supporting and recording
275decision-finding processes for “wicked problems” (Rittel and Webber 1973) which occur in
276design and planning. gIBIS (Conklin and Begeman 1988) is an early computer-based
277implementation of IBIS in which small groups of users collaboratively construct a graph to
278solve design problems, while simultaneously capturing the design rationale. More recent

Fig. 2 SenseMaker with a container visualization. The shown argument is based on Fig. 1 in Bell (1997)
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279systems in this tradition are QuestMap and Compendium (Buckingham Shum et al. 2006).
280The use of these tools is neither restricted to design problems nor to cooperative work
281scenarios. QuestMap, for instance, has also been used to teach legal argumentation (Carr
2822003). More recently, Compendium has been used in schools for scientific argumentation
283(Okada and Buckingham Shum 2008).
284Digalo (Schwarz and Glassner 2007) is an argumentation system that was designed for
285classroom use in which groups of three to seven students discuss a controversial topic, for
286example, “What do you think about doing experiments on animals?” Digalo has
287configuration options to allow flexible usage in different scenarios. While it has been used
288primarily for informal discussions, it can be configured to support more formal and domain-
289specific discussions. Digalo is one of the e-discussion tools supported in the ARGUNAUT
290system, which provides “a unified mechanism of awareness and feedback to support
291moderators in multiple e-discussion environments” (de Groot et al. 2007, p. 165).
292ARGUNAUT is aimed at supporting a teacher while he or she moderates multiple,
293simultaneous group discussions.
294AcademicTalk (McAlister et al. 2004) takes a somewhat different approach to supporting
295small-group discussions, by promoting peer learning via a user interface with threaded
296discussions and predefined sentence openers. The system is based on dialogue game theory,
297which is concerned with models of desired dialogue practices with participant roles, valid
298discussion moves, corresponding sentence openers, and rules of interaction. The specific
299dialogue game implemented in AcademicTalk is a critical reasoning game aimed at
300promoting critical discussions and reasoning. Its successor is InterLoc (Ravenscroft et al.
3012008), which has a more sophisticated and usable user interface, supports a wider range of
302dialogue games (e.g., a creative thinking game), and allows the user to configure his or her
303own dialogue games.
304Large-scale argumentation, involving many participants, perhaps as many as hundreds or
305even thousands, is another model supported by recent systems. This type of system is
306distinct from any of the above, which are all used by either a single user or a small
307group. One example of a large-scale argumentation system is DebateGraph (http://www.
308debategraph.org), a wiki debate visualization tool for public debates about various topics. It
309has support for asynchronous argumentation and large community use. It offers an open,
310Web-based forum for public deliberation and provides multiple argument representations,
311such as graphs and threaded text. Another example is Collaboratorium (Klein and Iandoli
3122008) a Web-based system that supports users in debating subjects of global importance,
313such as climate change (Malone and Klein 2007), through the creation of argument maps.
314To guide the argumentation, moderators evaluate posts for correct structure and validity.
315The Collaboratorium also supports the notion of “collective intelligence” by allowing
316participants to rate contributions; the highest-rated contributions are considered the
317community’s decisions.
318We now turn to the specific features and affordances of these systems. In the discussion
319that follows, all of the above systems will be discussed again, in further detail, along with
320many other argumentation systems from the literature.

321Argument representations

322A key goal of argumentation technology is to provide an external argument representation
323to allow users to create, manipulate, and review arguments. Argument representation
324formats are crucial to the interface between user and system, making different pieces of
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325information more or less salient. System designers can exploit these properties to create
326user interface affordances that guide the user toward productive activity, as described in
327Suthers’ (2003) theory of representational guidance.
328A variety of different representational formats have been employed in existing systems.
329Some formats aim primarily at supporting communication between users while others aim
330to represent the conceptual structure of debate; some are used for education while others are
331used for collaborative decision making and deliberation; some aim at argument production,
332while others are used for argument analysis and evaluation. In this section, we discuss the
333five major representational types found in the literature: (1) linear, (2) threaded, (3) graph-
334based, (4) container, and (5) matrix.
335The simplest form of argument representation is a linear, usually textual, form. Simple
336computer-mediated communication (CMC) tools like chats (e.g., IRC) are used for this
337form of argumentation. Chat can be thought of as a written analog to (sequential)
338spoken communication. The main advantage of such tools is their ease of use and
339familiarity. A problem with chat, however, is sequential incoherence, especially in chats
340of more than two or three participants (McAlister et al. 2004). This problem occurs when
341it is not clear which comments and responses refer to which other comments. An example
342illustrates this:

343(10:01:12)—Alice: I like Windows, because I like to play games
344(10:02:22)—Bob: There are at least three important systems: Windows, Linux and
345MacOS.
346(10:02:23)—John: Which one do you like most?

347Here, John intends to ask Alice which game she likes most. However, because of Bob’s
348intervening statement, this is not immediately obvious without a careful review of the time
349stamps. Threaded discussions, on the other hand, explicitly capture message-reply
350sequences, avoiding sequential incoherence, and better support users in managing large
351argumentation strands. While threaded discussion tools do not provide special support for
352argumentation, there have been attempts to support argumentation by tagging according to
353type, that is, annotating the role of contributions in an argument. An example for this is
354Hermes (Karacapilidis and Papadias 2001), which uses a forum-like style in which
355contributions are marked as, for instance, issues, alternatives, and pro and con positions.
356The contribution categories largely differ between argumentation domains and tool
357purposes; this is discussed in more detail in the section “Ontologies.”
358Most argumentation tools, educational as well as general purpose, do not use purely
359textual argument representations, such as linear or threaded texts. The most frequently
360employed representation is a graph style (see Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4). In this approach,
361contributions are displayed as boxes or nodes that represent argument components, such as
362claims or facts. The edges (or arrows) of these graphs represent relations between the
363argument components (e.g., supports or refutes). There are notable differences between the
364kinds of argument graphs that can be created with the existing systems: Some systems use
365proper graphs, while others use hyper-graphs, that is, graphs with links between links. For
366instance, Belvedere allows a user to construct conjunctions of propositions with an “and”
367link, which can, yet again, be related to other nodes or links. Some systems impose no
368restrictions on the linking of parts, while others permit only tree structures, that is, special
369cycle-free graphs with a single root element (e.g., the main hypothesis or question). Graph
370representation systems are numerous, including Belvedere, Athena, and Digalo in the
371unrestricted variant and Reason!Able, Araucaria, and Carneades in the more restricted tree-
372based variant.
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374unit is encapsulated as an individual node and relations between knowledge units are
375explicated with edges. The different types of knowledge units and relations can be easily
376distinguished via their visual appearance. This explicitness makes graph-style representa-
377tions an excellent and intuitive knowledge modeling approach, for instance, for analyzing
378argument transcripts (e.g., LARGO and Araucaria) or in keeping a record of the current
379state of a debate to support decision making (cf. van Gelder 2003; Buckingham Shum et al.
3802006). Others use graphs as a structured medium of debate (e.g., Schwarz and Glassner
3812007) or as representational tools that provide an external and persistent stimulus to
382encourage and scaffold discussions, that is, students do not discuss within a graph but about
383a graph (Suthers 2003). The suitability of graphs as a medium for argumentation interacts
384with other factors, such as the complexity of the underlying ontology and the number of
385discussants and synchronicity of communication. Graphs may become unwieldy when a
386relatively large number of participants engage in synchronous discussion using a complex
387ontology. Also, the user group and domain may have an impact on the suitability of graph
388notations: Hair (1991) reports changing the graph representation in the Legalese
389argumentation tool (designed to assist lawyers in constructing arguments) because lawyers
390strongly preferred threaded text representations.
391Another approach to structuring discussions and argumentation visually is used in
392SenseMaker (Bell 1997), which visualizes argumentation strands belonging together
393graphically via frames (windows) which serve as containers. Here, each frame represents
394a claim that is supported by the evidence elements and other claims contained in that frame.
395Elements (claims and evidence) can be annotated with “usefulness scores,” which are
396represented as colored dots (e.g., red for high; see Fig. 2). Other examples of the container

Fig. 4 Local views

Q1

in DebateGraph (left: upper level, right: lower level)

Fig. 3 Acceptability filter in Athena (0% vs. 50%)
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397visualization technique are the wiki-based Debatepedia (http://wiki.idebate.org) which
398provides one frame per question, containing arguments pro or con the topic, and Room 5, a
399system for legal argumentation (Loui et al. 1997).
400The key advantage of the containers style is the possibility of recognizing, at a glance,
401argument components that belong together. Yet, at the same time, this technique makes it
402difficult to express types of relations, because relations are expressed implicitly by one
403element visually residing within another element. Also, one is not able to recognize whether
404two components in the same frame are related to each other. Additionally, with this type of
405visualization, it is hard for the user to get an overview of what is happening in a large
406argumentation map (a similar problem to the graph style).
407An attempt to visualize implicit or missing relations between argument elements is the
408use of a matrix argument representation in which argument components (e.g., hypotheses,
409facts) are the rows and columns of the matrix while the cells represent the relations between
410the components. This visualization method has, to our knowledge, only been implemented
411in the Belvedere (v3 and v4) system (see Fig. 1). The primary strength of a matrix in
412representing arguments is highlighting the missing relations between important aspects of
413arguments (Suthers 2003). However, the creation of arguments via a matrix style is more
414abstract (and perhaps less intuitive) than, for instance, constructing a graph. Furthermore, it
415is not possible to represent links between links in the matrix style.
416Some systems support multiple visualizations, that is, different views of the same
417argument, each of which (possibly) focuses on different aspects with different affordances.
418These views are sometimes provided simultaneously: In the last published version of
419Belvedere (4.1), for instance, it is possible to use both a graph view and a matrix view at the
420same time (see Fig. 1) and hence, to (potentially) benefit from their different strengths (see
421Table 1). Other systems also support multiple visualizations but not simultaneously, that is,
422the user has to switch between the different views. Examples include DebateGraph (http://
423www.debategraph.org), which offers a graph style and a threaded textual representation,
424Araucaria, which allows the user to switch between three representational notations that
425differ in terms of layout and ontology, and CoPe_it! (Karacapilidis et al. 2009), which
426offers views that differ in terms of formality and available actions to support different
427argumentation phases (e.g., brainstorming versus decision making).
428Whereas the above approaches offer different views of the same argument, other systems
429provide different representational tools to support different argumentation-related activities.
430Some systems offer a more structured visualization style (e.g., graphs) for knowledge
431modeling together with more lightweight CMC facilities (e.g., chat) for communication
432purposes. For instance, Munneke et al. (2003) combined the use of chat and the collaborative
433writing of an argumentative text using the tool TC3 (Text Composer, Computer-supported,
434and Collaborative); Lund et al. (2007) provided a chat and graph-based tool in parallel during
435a discussion phase using the CSCL environment DREW (Dialogical Reasoning Educational
436Webtool); Suthers et al. (2008) have investigated how to integrate graphs as a conceptual
437knowledge representation with a chat and threaded discussion as the actual communication
438medium. Multiple representations can also be used in different phases of a longer argumentation
439task. For example, the CoChemEx system (Tsovaltzi et al. 2009) uses a more structured
440graphical representation for planning problem-solving activities and the interpretation of results
441while using chat to coordinate and deliberate during the problem-solving activity itself. A
442second example is the work of Lund et al. (2007), in which students first debate in a chat (as
443medium) and then represent the debate as a graph. Some systems offer configuration facilities
444to define when tools are available during the learning process. An example is CoFFEE
445(Collaborative Face to Face Educational Environment; Belgiorno et al. 2008). CoFFEE
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446provides a chat to send quick messages, a threaded forum for more structured discussions, a
447graphical discussion tool for collaborative brainstorming, and a collaborative writing tool.
448The use of multiple representations is a challenge for data analysis in empirical studies
449as well as for automated, system-triggered analyses especially when students do not use the
450representations in expected ways. For instance, students might distribute their activities
451across multiple, available channels without considering the intended use of each channel. In
452such cases, it is necessary to integrate data from the different sources to evaluate the overall
453argument. In section “Empirical studies,” we review a number of studies concerned with the
454topic of using multiple representations.

455Interaction design

456In this section, we discuss different interaction design techniques used in argumentation
457systems. We describe how users can interact with argument representations and other

t1.1 Table 1 Comparison between argument visualization styles

t1.2 Representation style Typical uses Pros Cons

t1.3 Linear (e.g., chat) - Discussions
(especially
synchronous)

- Familiar and intuitive to most
users, easiest to use

- Risk of sequential incoherence
(McAlister et al. 2004)

t1.4 - Best to see temporal sequence
and most recent contributions

- Not suited to represent the
conceptual structure of
arguments

t1.5- Lack of overview

t1.6 Threaded (e.g., forums,
Academic Talk)

- Discussions
(especially
asynchronous)

- Familiar and intuitive to most
users, easy to use

-Moderately hard to see temporal
sequence (because of multiple
threads) as compared to Linear

t1.7 - Modeling - Easy to manage large
discussions

- Limited expressiveness (only
tree-like structures)

t1.8 - Addresses issue of sequential
incoherence

t1.9 Graph (e.g., Belvedere,
Digalo)

- Discussions - Intuitive form of knowledge
modeling (Suthers et al. 1995)

- Hard to see temporal
sequence

t1.10 - Modeling - Highly expressive
(e.g., explicit relations)

- Lack of overview in large
argumentation maps (need a
lot of space, can lead to
“spaghetti” images [Hair
1991; Loui et al. 1997])

t1.11 - Many graph-based modeling
languages exist

t1.12 Container (e.g.,
SenseMaker, Room 5)

- Modeling - Easy to see which argument
components belong together
and are related

- Limited expressiveness (e.g.,
only implicit relations, only
tree-like structures)

t1.13- Lack of overview in large
argumentation maps because
of missing relations

t1.14 Matrix (e.g., Belvedere) - Modeling - Easy systematic investigation
of relations

- Limited expressiveness (e.g.,
supports only two element
types [row, column], no
relations between relations)

t1.15 - Missing relations between
elements are easily seen
(Suthers 2003)

- Uncommon (Non-intuitive)
way of making arguments
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458interface widgets of argumentation systems, emphasizing the important aspects of
459computer-mediated human-human interaction and visual representations. Depending on
460intended purpose, different systems offer different modes of argument creation and
461manipulation, support individual use or collaboration, allow for synchronous or asynchronous
462student-student interaction, and provide specific features to help users.
463First, we address the creation of arguments. Arguments can be thought of as sets of
464interrelated components: basic, self-contained “argument moves” made by arguers (e.g., a
465claim, a hypothesis). There is no general consensus in demarcating elementary units, that is,
466where one unit ends and another begins. This decision often depends on the specific
467objectives of system and users (Reed and Rowe 2004). One way to scaffold users is to
468provide a domain ontology, that is, categories or sentence openers that define elements of
469interest (see section “Ontologies”). Here, we review another dimension, namely the amount
470of autonomy that the user has in deciding on the content of her argument components. This
471point is critical for learning applications, because different approaches may promote
472different learning goals such as argument production, analysis, and evaluation. We
473identified the following five classes of argument construction:

4741. Free-form arguments: The students (or users) are free to create elementary argument
475components on their own without restrictions, except for a possibly predefined topic.
476(Example systems: Digalo, Athena).
4772. Argumentation based on background materials: Background materials are given to
478promote the argument. Based on the given materials, students create and interrelate
479elementary argument components. For instance, one version of Belvedere provides a
480collection of hypertext pages about scientific controversies. Similarly, students in
481SenseMaker use World Wide Web resources as pieces of evidence in their arguments.
4823. Arguments rephrased from a transcript: Students review an already existing argument
483and, based on this, reconstruct the argument in a more structured form. For instance,
484LARGO provides a written protocol from an oral legal argument, which is analyzed by
485students and encoded as an “argument map.” In contrast to a corpus of background
486materials, a transcript is a much more focused resource that already contains the
487complete argument—yet, in a complex form that is not easily understandable.
4884. Arguments extracted from a transcript: Here, students are given a transcript to analyze,
489but instead of paraphrasing the existing argument, they are prompted to copy passages
490directly from this transcript to elementary argument elements (Example: Araucaria).
4915. System-provided knowledge units: Elementary components are predefined. The
492student’s task is to choose from the set of predefined components and connect them
493in an appropriate way to define how they relate to one another. (Example: Belvedere
494v2, Suthers et al. 2001).

495Approach (1) clearly aims at supporting argument generation skills. Approaches (3) and
496(4) are typically used to train argument analysis skills. Approaches (2) and (5) support both
497generation and analysis skills. The different approaches to argumentation support vary in
498the degree of user and system control: In approach (1), users have complete control of the
499contribution content. In approaches (2) and (3), users are in control of the contribution
500content, but their work relies on given background materials or a transcript. In approach (4),
501users only decide on the segmentation of information; the actual textual content is taken
502from the transcript. Finally, in approach (5), elementary knowledge units are completely
503predefined for the user.
504These argument approaches are not mutually exclusive: Some systems integrate several
505approaches. One example is Rationale, which supports freely created arguments as well as
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506arguments extracted from a transcript (in essay planning mode). Belvedere v2 combines
507approaches (2) and (5), that is, students can make use of predefined knowledge units but
508can also write their own contributions, possibly based on given background materials.
509Araucaria mainly uses approach (4), but also supports the user in freely entering elements
510to add reconstructed information that is only implicitly contained in the transcript.
511Approaches (4) and (5) have the advantage that the system “knows” the meaning of
512elementary knowledge units used by the student because they are predefined (approach 5)
513or can be easily traced back to a transcript passage that is “known” in advance (approach 4).
514LARGO (approach 3) achieves the same effect by letting the student explicitly define which
515transcript passage is encoded in a diagram element using markup techniques. Making such
516information accessible to the system makes it much easier to automatically analyze the
517produced arguments. (We will return to this point in section “Automated analysis.”)
518Graphical argumentation systems sometimes restrict not only the creation but also the visual
519arrangement and structural relationships of contributions in the workspace. Conversely,
520many systems allow the user to create contributions and relate them to one another freely.
521Thus, the layout and structure depend on the users’ preferences and choices and can carry a
522user-intended meaning (e.g., arguments in close proximity to one another belong together,
523even if they are not formally connected). This method is used, for example, in Athena,
524Digalo, Convince Me, LARGO, and Belvedere.
525Another approach is to have the system control the layout. For instance, Reason!Able
526forces a Premise-Conclusion tree structure with “objecting” and “supporting” arguments as
527the children of the referred claim. Araucaria enforces argument layout according to Walton,
528Wigmore, and Toulmin diagrams. Such approaches lower the risk of cluttered arguments
529and ensure adherence to syntactic constraints, which is required by some automated
530analyses (e.g., in Carneades, see section “Automated analysis”). Of course, restrictions on
531layout may not be appropriate in all cases. In particular, the more restrictive, system-
532controlled approaches are more typically seen in formal modeling scenarios. Advantages
533and disadvantages of the user versus system-controlled approaches, together with character-
534istics of the approaches (that can be either pro or con) are summarized in Table 2.
535One of the critical differences between systems is whether collaboration is supported
536and, if it is, what types of student-student interactions are supported. In particular, while

t2.1 Table 2 Comparison: Layout control in graph style

t2.2 Layout control Characteristics Pros Cons

t2.3 System-controlled - System “guides” user
through the construction

- Clear and consistent
layout

- Too restrictive in some
pedagogical scenarios
(errors and weaknesses
as opportunities to teach)

t2.4 - Some diagram aspects
cannot be manipulated
directly by the user

- Easy to read

t2.5 - Avoids unwanted syntactic
constructs (e.g., cyclic
arguments)

t2.6 User-controlled - Diagram clarity and
consistency depend on
user’s proficiency and
discipline

- More flexible - Danger of cluttered
diagrams

t2.7 - User can directly
manipulate all diagram
aspects

- Unwanted syntactic
constructs possible
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537single-user argumentation tools support knowledge construction and learning of argumen-
538tation constructs, collaborative argumentation systems typically provide learners with
539insights into the opinions, viewpoints, and knowledge of other students. The range of
540collaboration options that are available are:

5411. Single-user argumentation systems are software modeling tools that help individuals
542structure their thoughts and/or prepare argument representations. Some systems provide
543only modeling facilities, while others actively provide feedback (Examples: Convince
544Me, LARGO [with feedback]; Athena, Araucaria, Carneades [without feedback])
5452. Small group argumentation systems serve as a software mediator between a relatively
546small number of learners (typically 2 to 5) and offer (typically) synchronous
547communication and/or collaborative modeling tools. Users may profit from both
548interaction with the system and with other users, developing general argumentation
549skills, discussing different points of view, and/or learning skills of persuasion
550(Nussbaum et al. 2007; Keefer et al. 2000). System-generated feedback can support
551both argument aspects and communication aspects. (Examples: Digalo, QuestMap,
552Belvedere, AcademicTalk )
5533. Community argumentation systems are, in many respects, similar to small group
554argumentation systems but with support for a larger number of participants (and,
555typically, a larger number of contributions). The larger number of users puts additional
556constraints on the system: Communication is typically asynchronous to avoid coordination
557problems. The representational format enforces a more rigorous organization of
558contributions, that is, discussion/argument threads are preferable over graphs. (Examples:
559DebateGraph, Collaboratorium: Klein and Iandoli 2008)

560Of course, argumentation systems that focus on scaffolding individual work can also be
561used by small groups that share a single computer (cf. van Gelder 2003), and multiuser
562systems can also be used by single users (e.g., Digalo). Single-user and collaborative
563activities are sometimes part of the same activity sequence: In some phases, individual
564work may be beneficial (e.g., the initial representation of one’s point of view), while in
565others, collaboration with other students may be more fruitful (e.g., discussion of different
566points of view). In section “Empirical studies,” we look deeper into the issue of phased
567activity sequences and their impact on learning and system use. When users try to
568collaborate in synchronous mode while spatially separated, they might run into problems
569due to a lack of coordination. One way to address this problem is to use floor control to
570guide turn taking. For instance, in one configured use of Digalo (Schwarz and Glassner
5712007), students must explicitly request control over the shared workspace, then perform
572their actions (e.g., add a new contribution), and finally release control to let the next student
573take a turn (a study by Schwarz and Glassner concerning the effects of floor control is
574discussed in section “Empirical studies”). Some systems allow “indirect” user-to-user
575interactions. In LARGO, for instance, student-student interactions take place only by
576students rating contributions of their peers; in Araucaria, users can share the diagrams they
577produced when analyzing a transcript via a central server.
578Another important aspect of interaction is the management of large argument maps.
579Over time, an argument can grow quite a bit, thus making it difficult for students to
580follow and review. For instance, Karacapilidis and Papadias (2001) reported that in the
581Hermes system, most of the discussions comprised 20 to 40 contributions. Because graph
582representations typically use a lot of screen space for their nodes and links, it is important
583for an argumentation system to offer interaction techniques that assist users in maintaining
584the overview of a larger ongoing argumentation, while at the same time allowing users to
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585focus on specific (and smaller) parts of the argument. The most common techniques for
586summarizing large, graph-style maps are zooming and scrolling (e.g., ArguNet: Schneider
587et al. 2007; Rationale, and Athena). However, dependent on screen size, users of zooming
588and/or scrolling displays are unable to read or edit the content of an argument map if, for
589instance, the zoom-in level is too low. On the other hand, scrolling through large maps can
590cause the user to lose the “big picture.”
591One of the more sophisticated methods is a mini-overview map; a smaller version of the
592entire argument, typically put in one corner of the screen. One example of a system that
593uses this interaction technique is Rationale. This approach has the advantage that it can be
594used in combination with other techniques such as zooming. However, while it is helpful
595for getting a map overview, a mini-overview map does not differentiate between important
596and less important argument parts, which users may want to treat differently. SEAS
597(Structured Evidential Argumentation System; Lowrance 2007) uses “starburst” and
598“constellation” presentations to summarize arguments; unfortunately, these representations
599likewise do not distinguish between what is central in a large map and what is not.
600Filtering—Fading selected parts of an argument based on a specific rule is another
601interaction technique for managing large arguments. It is used in Athena, Convince Me, and
602Digalo, for instance. In Athena, it works as follows: After building an argumentation map,
603the user can assign scores regarding the acceptability of a statement and relevance of a
604relation between two elements. In Fig. 3, the filling level of nodes (i.e., the degree to which
605they are colored) shows the acceptability of statements, and the relevance level for relations
606is shown through the percentages on the edges. Based on these values, Athena calculates an
607overall score per element by aggregating the acceptability values of child elements,
608weighted according to their relevance. Elements with scores below a user-defined threshold
609are filtered out. For example, Fig. 3 shows a map without filtering (0%) as compared to the
610same map with 50% filter. Especially for large graphs, such a mechanism can be useful in
611helping users focus on the main points of an argument. Other systems, such as Digalo,
612allow filtering by other criteria such as time stamps, contribution types, or author of nodes.
613Another technique for reducing the visual complexity of large arguments is the use of
614local views that hide portions of arguments based on a “distance” to an explicitly set focus
615point. A prominent example that employs this technique is DebateGraph. In this system,
616which makes use of a tree-based visualization, users see only the child nodes of their
617current main focus. The child nodes can also be used for navigation: When a user clicks on
618a node, he or she will see one level deeper in the tree, plus the parent node for reverse
619navigation (see Fig. 4, which shows navigation to a “Science, Technology and the Internet”
620sub-argument). A similar interaction technique is frequently used in structured discussions
621and forums, in which users can expand different threads.

622Ontologies

623Ontologies—explicit specifications of a conceptualization (Gruber 1993)—provide the
624foundation for most argumentation systems. Such representational systems describe the
625components of arguments, together with relations between components and modifiers of
626the components and relations (such as scores or relation relevance values, as shown as
627percentages on the links in Fig. 3). While ontologies have most typically been used for
628computational reasons in Artificial Intelligence systems, for instance, as tools for automated
629logical inference, argumentation systems also use ontologies, with the aim of making users
630aware of the conceptual components in the task domain (Suthers 2003).
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631Ontologies may combine theoretical perspectives (e.g., Toulmin model, 1958) with
632pragmatic considerations (e.g., understandability by a specific target group). For instance,
633Stegmann et al. (2007) simplified the original Toulmin model, perhaps the most well-
634known and popular argument ontology, to improve the usability of their argumentation
635interface. Suthers (2003) changed the “perspective” of Belvedere to a simpler version of
636evidential reasoning; this was done based on the observation that students had problems
637using the more expressive ontology. Schwarz and Glassner (2007) say that such ontologies
638that result from an evolutionary and reflected process can be classified as educated
639ontologies; they are learned in schools and universities in the form of definitions and rules.
640This contrasts with informal ontologies, which are based on reasoning that typically occurs
641in natural conversations. While educated ontologies seem especially appropriate for
642argument modeling, their informal counterpart may be more suited to support structured—
643and typical less formal—communication. One variation is sentence-opener interfaces,
644which do not explicitly expose categories but which scaffold new contributions through
645predefined sentence-starting phrases. Typically, these interfaces are based on an underlying
646model of desired communication acts and processes, for instance, dialogue games
647(McAlister et al. 2004). One general problem that communication ontologies and sentence
648openers strive to address is to help students stay on topic by limiting user options.
649There are a number of argumentation systems that aim at supporting a broad range of
650various argumentation domains with a “one-ontology-fits-all” approach. Interestingly, the
651ontological approaches between these systems differ considerably. One extreme case is
652Rationale, which employs a fine-grain ontology with approximately 30 different
653contribution and relationship types. While such a general approach has appeal, some
654studies show that such wide-ranging ontologies may confuse users with a “plethora of
655choices” (Suthers 2003, p. 34). Other researchers have found that users of argumentation
656software tools are able to use effectively fairly large ontologies—of more than, say, ten
657elements—if “labeling” of the contributions is done through titles of contributions, and not
658by selecting specific contribution types from a palette (Jeong 2003). The other extreme is
659coarse-grain ontologies with unclassified nodes and a limited number of link types (e.g., pro
660and con), as in Athena. Such an approach is, of course, quite general, but also limited in
661expressiveness. A compromise is a basic set of elements that is extensible, as in, for
662instance, Aquanet (Marshall et al. 1991). This approach has the advantage of flexibility
663without overwhelming users. Yet, while quite flexible, this approach may make automated
664analysis techniques more difficult to implement. Table 3 compares the ontologies of Athena
665and Rationale with respect to their contribution and relationship types.
666In general, the absolute number of ontological elements is not the only important factor.
667The elements’ understandability, their differentiability (i.e., Is the difference in meaning
668between elements clear?), their organization in the user interface (i.e., Are they organized in
669a clear and consistent way, for instance, by grouping related elements together?), and
670synchronicity of interaction (i.e., How much time does the user have to choose?) are also
671important. The development of a suitable ontology is a critical aspect in the design of an
672argumentation system and might involve iterative refinement based on observed problems
673and weaknesses (Suthers et al. 2001; Buckingham Shum et al. 2002).
674While the ontologies discussed above are intended to be quite generic, there are also
675argumentation tools that provide domain-specific ontologies, that is, representations that
676provide support for the particular requirements of a specific domain. For instance,
677argumentation in the legal domain is quite structured and specific, with well-defined types,
678roles and “outcomes” (the decision of the case). These domain characteristics are then also
679reflected in some argumentation ontologies (e.g., Wigmore [1931] diagrams in Araucaria).
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680Table 4 shows the domain-specific ontologies of the systems LARGO, Convince Me, and
681AVERs (Bex et al. 2007).
682Differences between ontologies in argumentation systems derive not only from domain
683differences, but also from different conceptualizations and perspectives of system designers.
684Even systems targeted at the same domain can, and do, have different ontologies. For
685instance, although Carneades and LARGO are used to model legal arguments, they have
686different ontologies: Carneades models arguments as Premise-Conclusion trees with proof
687standards assigned to propositions, while LARGO takes the perspective of hypothetical
688reasoning. Thus, ontologies are not unique even within a single domain.
689Independent of an ontology’s granularity and generality, there are different property
690types used in ontologies. Together, these properties define the aspects of an argument that
691are represented in a system. The properties can be divided into the following categories: (1)
692Content data, which contains basic argument data such as title, label, and argument text; (2)
693Evaluation data, numeric or categorical values to assess the believability or relevance of an
694element. Such data can be used, for instance, for automated filtering of content. Other types
695of evaluation data are, for example, the assignment of proof standards (Gordon and
696Karacapilidis 1997) as used in Carneades or argumentation schemes (Walton et al. 2008),
697as used in Araucaria, to mention just a few; (3) Awareness/collaboration information,
698which is important in multiuser systems to assure that each participant is able to see, for

t4.1 Table 4 Ontologies—domain dependent elements

t4.2 System Domain Contribution types Relationship types

t4.3 LARGO Law/hypothetical
reasoning

Test, hypothetical, current
fact situation

Model-specific relations: Test
modification, Distinguish hypothetical,
Hypothetical leading to test change

t4.4 Unclassified: General relation

t4.5 Convince Me Science Hypothesis, Evidence Explanation, contradiction

t4.6 AVERs Crime investigation Claims about legal cases
(Pro/Con), Quotes from
source documents,
Inferences, Schemes

Directed links

t3.1 Table 3 Ontologies—different approaches to achieve generality

t3.2 System Contribution types Relationship types

t3.3 Athena Node Unclassified: Link

t3.4 Rationalea Grouping: box; Reasoning: contention, reason,
objection; Advanced Reasoning: contention,
reason, objection, co-premise; Basic Boxes: basis,
assertion, by definition, case study, common
belief, data, event, example, expert opinion, law,
media, personal experience, publication, quote,
statistic, web; Teacher tools: Feedback notes
(general, claim, structure, evidence, evaluation,
blank); Extras: note, topic, question, option, pro,
con, idea, consequence, information required

General links that are classified
automatically depending on the types of
nodes they connect

The table shows these themes in italic letters
a Rationale organizes contribution types in its user interface according to a common theme
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699instance, who has added each contribution; (4) Technical metadata, such as unique
700identifiers for argument elements.
701Furthermore, there are also tools that support multiple ontologies. To support this
702approach, there must be a shared underlying format, flexible enough to support different
703ontologies and the connections (or transformations) between them. One such example is
704Araucaria, which allows switching between notations based on the Walton, Toulmin, and
705Wigmore models (Bex et al. 2003; Wigmore 1931). The main advantage of this approach is
706that one can choose the ontology that best fits a topic, but there is a risk that students might
707be confused by different notations and choose an inappropriate notation for a task.

708Automated analysis

709As we have seen, argumentation tools can guide students’ activities in a fruitful direction
710via specially designed user interfaces and interaction models. But what about more active
711forms of support? In this section, we discuss automated analysis and diagnostic techniques
712that have been applied in argumentation systems.
713Argumentation systems can be roughly grouped into two categories of analysis
714approaches: argument analyses and discussion analyses. Argument analysis systems are
715concerned with the construction of sound and syntactically valid arguments and the
716reconstruction of existing arguments (see section “Interaction design”). With these systems,
717users typically create an argument diagram as a semiformal model of an argument, for
718instance, as a network representing the inferential relations between propositions. These
719diagrams can then be analyzed to identify weaknesses and errors, to find opportunities to
720encourage reflection, to suggest further steps, or to simulate reasoning processes within
721the represented model. Discussion analysis systems, on the other hand, are mainly
722concerned with social and interaction aspects of discussions. For instance, successful
723knowledge sharing, responsiveness of the participants, and resolution of differences of
724opinion are often important foci of these types of systems. The consideration of social
725and interactional aspects is in line with pragmatic theories of argumentation that
726emphasize the dialogical context of arguments (e.g., Walton 2008, pp. 3–8, describes six
727types of dialogue that sometimes involve argumentation) and evaluate a broader range of
728communication beyond Toulmin’s claims, warrants, and so forth (e.g., van Eemeren and
729Grootendorst 2004, pp. 62–68). Table 5 outlines the different types of analyses that we
730identified in the literature.

731Analysis of core argumentation aspects

732Domain-specific patterns Belvedere (Suthers et al. 2001) and LARGO (Pinkwart et al.
7332006a) use a model of valid argument structures to check domain-specific constraints at a
734syntactic level. Typically, these are argument patterns that violate the system’s internal
735model of valid argumentation (e.g., circular arguments, invalidly connected contribution
736types), or correct but incomplete patterns (e.g., a required contribution type is still missing
737in the argument diagram). In Belvedere, patterns of interest are, for instance, a single data
738element supporting conflicting hypotheses. LARGO uses a model of hypothetical reasoning
739in the legal domain to identify, for instance, two hypothetical elements linked by a general
740relation type, where a more specific relation type would be preferable. Patterns are typically
741specified by expert rules; often a single rule per pattern. Such rule systems can be
742formalized, for instance, as a graph grammar (Pinkwart et al. 2008a).
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743In general, such rule-based approaches have several favorable properties: Typically, rules
744represent local conditions and/or patterns and can be applied more or less independently of
745one another. The modular nature of rules allows easy modification of existing rules,
746addition of new rules, or deletion of rules. Another advantage is that rules can combine
747fine-grained heuristics from different pedagogical and domain-specific theories within a
748single analysis framework. For instance, the collaborative problem-solving environment
749COLLECT-UML (Baghaei et al. 2007) uses the same rule-based analysis framework to
750identify errors in UML diagrams and problems in the students’ collaboration.

751Problem-specific patterns Belvedere (Suthers et al. 2001) and LARGO (Pinkwart et al.
7522006a) provide a second mechanism to identify characteristics of concrete problem
753instances. The analysis is based on the identification of discrepancies between student and
754expert diagrams. LARGO checks whether irrelevant transcript passages are referenced in an
755argument diagram, whether important passages have been omitted, and whether an incorrect
756element type has been associated with a transcript passage (e.g., modeling a transcript
757passage as “hypothetical” instead of “test”). Belvedere’s expert coach searches semantic
758units in an expert solution that potentially conflicts with the students’ solution.
759The two systems differ in how expert models are specified, how they are linked to the
760student solution, and how the actual analysis is carried out. In LARGO, experts provide
761annotations that identify both important and irrelevant transcript passages and classify the
762role of passages (e.g., “test,” “hypothetical”). While constructing an argument diagram,
763students establish links between diagram elements and corresponding transcript passages.

t5.1 Table 5 Overview of discussed analysis approaches

t5.2 Argument analyses Description

t5.3 Domain-specific patterns System checks for specific syntactical patterns in diagrams, e.g., circular
arguments [Belvedere, LARGO]

t5.4 Problem-specific patterns System analyzes differences between the students’ diagrams and
problem-specific expert models [Belvedere, LARGO, Rashi]

t5.5 Simulated reasoning System simulates reasoning processes based on the modeled argument to
determine the acceptability of elements in the current constellation. [Zeno,
Hermes, ArguMed, Carneades, Convince Me]

t5.6 Content quality assessment System evaluates the quality of individual elements at the content level.
[LARGO]

t5.7 Problem-solving phases System classifies the current phase of student problem solving when their
task is to create an argument diagram. [Belvedere, LARGO]

t5.8 Discussion analyses Description

t5.9 Discussion process System analyzes the discussion process and automatically codes
contributions (and more complex interaction patterns), for instance, with
dialogue acts. [Epsilon, ARGUNAUT, Group Leader Tutor, Rosé et al.
(2008)]

t5.10 Discussion topics System identifies specific contents (i.e., topics) discussed. [Epsilon, Pedabot,
Kumar et al. (2007)]

t5.11 Problems while discussing System detects possible problems in the students’ interaction. [Epsilon,
ARGUNAUT, Ravi and Kim (2007)]

t5.12 Student and group models System aggregates and classifies student behavior over a period of time in
student and group models. [Epsilon, Group Leader Tutor]

t5.13 Discussion phases System classifies the current process state and phase according to a
hypothesized theoretical model. [Group Leader Tutor]
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764The analysis algorithm then checks for diagram elements that refer to irrelevant passages,
765missing references to important passages, and classifications of passages that differ from the
766annotated ones. In Belvedere, experts provide a complete solution for each problem by
767constructing prototypical diagrams. The mapping between elements of student and expert
768solutions is established by a set of predefined knowledge units that students and experts
769choose from when constructing their diagrams. The algorithm then uses a constrained
770search to find knowledge units in the expert solution that are likely to conflict with the
771students’ solution.
772Yet another way of matching student and expert solutions can be found in inquiry-
773learning systems where argumentation is preceded by other activities in which structured
774data is generated. In the Rashi Human Biology Inquiry Tutor (Woolf et al. 2005), students
775collect data using a set of tools that simulate interviews and examinations of medical
776patients. The students then use this data to argumentatively decide between alternative
777diagnoses. Because the simulation tools generate data in structured and machine-
778interpretable form, the student-created arguments can be compared to expert arguments
779from a knowledge base.
780Problem-specific expert models have the advantage that errors, weaknesses, and/or
781opportunities to encourage reflection can be detected in the current problem instance, a
782feature that cannot be achieved using the syntactic approaches. On the downside,
783considerable additional effort is needed to provide expert representations for every problem
784instance. Some systems, therefore, provide authoring tools to reduce time and effort in
785developing expert models (e.g., Rashi, see Murray et al. 2004). The use of predefined
786knowledge units, as required in Belvedere, restricts the students’ task because they do not
787have to decide the textual content of diagram elements on their own. This contrasts with
788LARGO, where students have to phrase the textual content of diagram elements by
789themselves. Argumentation can be characterized as an ill-defined domain, that is, an expert
790model may not even be enough to check student solutions, because these could differ from
791the expert model, but still be correct. The ill-definedness of argumentation is readily
792apparent in the legal domain, for instance, where appeal courts frequently overrule prior
793decisions, that is, higher courts do not always follow the line of argumentation of lower
794courts. Overall, whether or not to provide problem-specific support is a cost-benefit trade-
795off, that is, the question is whether learning benefits exceed authoring costs.

796Simulated reasoning Whereas the domain- and problem-specific analyses conceive of
797argument graphs as static representations, some approaches employ argument graphs as
798“executable” models to simulate reasoning and decision- making processes. For instance,
799Zeno (Gordon and Karacapilidis 1997), Hermes (Karacapilidis and Papadias 2001),
800ArguMed (Verheij 2003), and Carneades (Gordon et al. 2007) use formal-logical models
801of argumentation (Chesñevar et al. 2000) to determine the acceptability of sentences. With
802these systems, users model an argument by outlining the argument structure (e.g.,
803proposition elements connected via inferential relationships like “support” and “opposes”)
804and then specifying operational parameters (e.g., indicating whether propositions are
805accepted/rejected/open at the current stage of a discussion or the inferential strength of
806relations). The arguments can then be analyzed using formal-logical models of validity that
807simulate decision procedures, for instance, proof standards from the legal domain such as
808“preponderance of evidence” and “beyond reasonable doubt” (Karacapilidis and Papadias
8092001). The resulting classifications (e.g., a proposition is acceptable or not) can then be
810displayed to help users draft and generate arguments (Verheij 2003) or make decisions
811(Karacapilidis and Papadias 2001).
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812Convince Me (Ranney and Schank 1998) uses a different, but related, approach. It bases
813its acceptability decisions on the mutual strengthening and weakening of propositions in an
814undirected network. The network represents a connectionist model of explanatory
815coherence (called ECHO) that mimics (theoretical) human reasoning (Theory of
816Explanatory Coherence (TEC); Thagard 2006). Essentially, TEC models how people
817evaluate competing explanations. The user input to Convince Me is an argument consisting
818of propositions (evidence and hypotheses) and explanatory and contradictory relations
819between the propositions. These structures are translated into a neural network consisting of
820units (propositions), excitatory links (coherence relations), and inhibitory links (incoherence
821relations). Propositions increase or decrease the activation of their neighbors (as metaphor
822for believability) in neural net fashion and, after a sufficient number of iterations, the
823activity values in the network stabilize. The system then displays the model’s evaluation
824together with the students’ believability assessments for the same propositions to help
825students restructure their arguments and/or revise believability ratings. A limitation of
826quantitative models like ECHO is that they cannot easily provide human-understandable
827explanations, for example, when results appear to be counterintuitive.
828The formal-logical and connectionist approaches are similar in that they rely heavily on
829the argument structure and element properties specified by the user. Therefore, the resulting
830evaluations depend strongly on how skillfully users model an argument. The simulations
831are carried out on an argument network that may contain errors and may lack important
832elements. Hence, they do not provide an external criterion to assess the validity of the
833arguments or individual propositions per se. Instead, they evaluate the acceptability of
834elements relative to a specific network configuration. Students’ argumentation skills can
835(theoretically) benefit in two ways: First, the simulations might help students understand the
836mechanics of reasoning by inspecting the acceptability values that emerge from a given
837argument and by observing how these values change as the argument structure changes.
838Second, the simulations allow testing the effect of possible counterarguments and
839determining whether more evidence for one’s own position is necessary. Although these
840approaches provide classifications on the contribution level, they do not assess the actual
841content of contributions. Their reasoning is based solely on the network structure and user-
842defined element metadata.

843Content quality assessment All of the above approaches rely on well-structured infor-
844mation, amenable to automated processing. However, when students provide natural
845language contributions to an argument, computational evaluation is much harder and
846costlier. Shallow text processing is one approach, to be discussed below, but LARGO
847(Pinkwart et al. 2006a) takes a different approach by using peers as an external resource to
848assess the quality of contributions on the content level. To implement this approach, a
849sufficient number of peers must work on the same problem, a realistic expectation in most
850educational scenarios. After finishing a diagram element, students are prompted to provide
851quality ratings for the diagram elements of their peers that refer to the same transcript
852passage. These ratings are collected and numerically combined using collaborative filtering
853(Goldberg et al. 1992).
854An asset of collaborative filtering is its relatively low development and online processing
855cost, especially in contrast to natural language machine learning approaches, which
856typically require significant data to learn from. Furthermore, prompting students to rate
857their peers’ contributions may have a learning effect because students reflect on and assess
858their own and their peers’ contributions. The feedback of peers can lead to reliable and
859accurate assessments (Loll and Pinkwart 2009; Cho and Schunn 2007). On the other
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860hand, this is also one of the main limitations of the approach; peers who are willing and
861capable of providing high quality assessments are a prerequisite. Furthermore, interrupt-
862ing a student to request such feedback might interfere with the student’s own learning
863activities. The challenge is to find ways to elicit feedback without disturbing or annoying
864students unduly.

865Problem-solving phases Automated analysis may be applied not only to the argument
866diagrams themselves but also to the process and phases of creating the diagrams. A simple
867approach might be to use marked time periods to classify process phases; LARGO and
868Belvedere determine the current phase based on dynamic aspects of the momentary solution
869state, allowing students to work at their own pace. In LARGO (Pinkwart et al. 2006b), the
870analysis of argument transcripts is perceived as a multiphase process involving
871“orientation,” “transcript analysis,” “relating elements,” “error correction,” and “reflection
872phase.” LARGO determines the current phase through a meta-analysis of domain-specific
873patterns in the current version of the diagram. Belvedere (Suthers et al. 2001) distinguishes
874between an “early,” “middle,” and “late” phase. The classification is based on static conditions
875of each phase, for instance, the diagram is in the “late phase” if there are at least two hypotheses,
876four data elements, four evidential relations, and the number of data elements and evidential
877relations exceeds the number of hypotheses.
878Knowing the current process phase allows a system to provide more appropriate
879feedback to students. LARGO, for instance, uses feedback messages that encourage
880reflection on a solution at the later stages of diagram construction, when diagrams have
881reached a sufficient degree of maturity.

882Analysis of more general discussion aspects

883Discussion process We next discuss approaches that analyze discussions according to how
884students interact. The approaches range from classifying single contributions according to
885their communicative intention (e.g., arguing for/against a position, maintaining the dialogue,
886etc.), to the classification of adjacency pairs (e.g., contribution-counterargument pairs, etc.),
887to the classification of larger interaction patterns (e.g., chains of opposition of arbitrary
888length). The key (potential) advantage of such classifications is that they abstract from the
889actual textual content and, thus, may make it possible to analyze student interaction.
890A number of systems use sentence-opener interfaces, which restrict students’
891communication but also facilitate automated analysis of the communication processes.
892With such interfaces, students are required to compose messages by choosing from a
893predefined set of sentence beginnings. Group Leader Tutor (McManus and Aiken 1995)
894was one of the first such systems and uses a handcrafted analysis model that, based on the
895selected sentence opener, tags each student message with a collaboration skill, a sub-skill,
896and an attribute. For instance, the sentence opener “The advantages of this idea are …” is
897tagged with the triple (Creative Conflict, Structuring Controversy, Preparing a Pro
898Position). Soller et al. (1998) adopted and revised the approach in the context of the
899collaborative problem-solving system Epsilon. A more recent version of the Group Leader
900Tutor (Israel and Aiken 2007) extends the approach by also considering keywords in the
901students’ free text input to resolve possible ambiguities and avoid misclassifications.
902On the downside, requiring students to select from a predefined list of sentence openers
903might tempt them to adjust the content of their contributions to fit an available opener,
904rather than freely and honestly expressing their view (Soller 2001). Past researchers have
905tried to “enable the widest possible range of communication with respect to the learning
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906task,” (Soller 2001, p. 50) also taking into account differences between face-to-face and
907computer-mediated interaction. Nevertheless, sentence-opener interfaces still restrict the
908way that students communicate with one another.
909In contrast to sentence-opener approaches, which combine interaction design and
910knowledge engineering to manually build classifiers, supervised machine learning (ML)
911techniques have the potential to automatically derive classifiers from coded data (Witten
912and Frank 2005). Some approaches employ authentic discussion data coded along several
913dimensions of interest. The resulting classifiers analyze student contributions in terms of
914textual, categorical, and contextual properties. Rosé et al. (2008) developed classifiers for
915message segments in a threaded discussion according to a coding scheme for argumentative
916knowledge construction (Weinberger and Fischer 2006). Their approach aims at supporting
917analysts in the task of coding collaborative interactions. They developed successful classifiers
918to analyze, among others, the “micro-level of argumentation” (e.g., claims, warrants), the
919“macro-level of argumentation” (e.g., arguments, counterarguments, integrations), and “social
920modes of co-construction” (e.g., externalization, elicitation, quick consensus building, conflict-
921oriented consensus building). ARGUNAUT’s Deep Loop (McLaren et al. 2009) uses a similar
922approach to support a moderator’s awareness in graphical e-Discussions. Six classifiers were
923successfully learned, including the single contributions off topic and reasoned claim, and the
924contribution pairs question-answer and contribution-counterargument.
925ML has the potential to develop effective classifiers that would, due to their complexity,
926be hard or even impossible to build in knowledge engineering fashion. On the other hand, a
927(potential) limitation is that these approaches may not be suitable for directly providing
928feedback to students. For instance, the ARGUNAUT classifiers were tentatively accepted as
929accurate enough for supporting human moderators, who are well aware of possible
930misclassification and who have the option of ignoring the classifications. For automated
931feedback to students, the bar should be set higher because there is no “reject option”;
932incorrect classifications could lead to inappropriate (and possibly harmful) feedback.
933Whether the current classifiers are accurate enough remains an open issue. A second issue
934concerns how one determines the epistemic unit of a contribution, which do not always
935correspond to “natural” and easily detectable message boundaries. The data used in the
936Rosé et al. (2008) approach were, therefore, manually pre-segmented. Extending the
937approach to a fully automated online system would require automated segmentation. A
938third issue, the restrictiveness of the ARGUNAUT classifiers to a predetermined structure
939(single contributions and pairs of contributions), was addressed by another ARGUNAUT
940approach, called DOCE (Detection of Clusters by Example; McLaren et al. 2009), which is
941more flexible with regard to the size of patterns (e.g., “chains of opposition” of arbitrary
942and varying length). Results on this approach are still somewhat preliminary.

943Discussion topics Not only how students interact with one another but also the concrete
944content of their interaction might be relevant. There are three approaches from the literature
945that are concerned with the identification of topics in narrow technical domains
946(thermodynamics, object modeling techniques, operating systems) using knowledge
947engineering, ML, and Information Retrieval (IR; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999)
948techniques. Although these approaches are not directly targeted at improving argumenta-
949tion, the identification of the content provides important contextual information that could,
950potentially, be used to model and support argumentation. For instance, important subtopics
951that have not been covered yet could be identified to generate context-sensitive feedback.
952Also, the chronological sequence of topics might be relevant; for instance, we might expect
953a discussion to progress from basic to advanced topics.
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954Goodman et al. (2005) developed a topic tracker that was capable of identifying six
955different topics in student dialogues relevant to the task of object-oriented modeling (e.g.,
956“defining classes”). The topic information is used, among other purposes, to ensure
957coherent discussion and a sufficient coverage of relevant topics. The topic identification is
958based on a knowledge engineering approach. Initially, log data was analyzed to determine
959the accuracy of predictions based on a small set of domain-specific keywords. An error
960analysis revealed many errors of omission (i.e., students talking about a topic not detected
961by the classifier) and identified several causes of this, for instance, a too limited vocabulary
962(e.g., problem-specific terms have not been considered), referential statements (e.g.,
963pronominal references), and misspellings. Based on this analysis, a topic detector was
964implemented that extends the keyword approach by also considering topic trends and
965transitions (for instance, referential statements as indicators of the continuation of a prior
966topic). Kumar et al. (2007) developed an approach to detect thermodynamics concepts in
967chat discussions. In a first step, a classifier decides whether any of the relevant topics have
968been raised. This classifier was developed using a ML-based text categorization approach
969(cf. Sebastiani 2002). In a second step, one of 16 possible topics (e.g., “reheat cycles”)
970is assigned according to the highest term frequency-inverse document frequency score
971(TF-IDF). TF-IDF is an IR measure used here to determine how strongly terms are
972associated with specific topics. An overall score with respect to a given topic is then
973computed by averaging over the weights of all terms. The identified topics are used to
974trigger a tutorial dialogue about the topic. Pedabot (Kim et al. 2008) uses similar IR
975techniques to retrieve messages from past discussions to scaffold current discussions in the
976context of undergraduate computer science courses on operating systems. When a new
977discussion thread starts, the system automatically retrieves a list of relevant messages from
978past semesters.
979The identification of topics is different from the more general discourse categories
980discussed above because topic-specific aspects are captured. This leads to classifiers whose
981scope is necessarily restricted to a limited number of a priori determined topics whereas the
982process-oriented classifiers capture aspects of human communication that are not tied to a
983specific topic, leading to a (hopefully) broader scope of applicability. Promising in this
984respect are approaches such as the one of Pedabot. Here, relevant topics and indicative
985terms for these topics were extracted fully automatically from two text books using a
986method described by Feng et al. (2006).

987Problems during discussion The approaches discussed thus far have been concerned with
988how students communicate, and about what. Some of these characteristics can be
989interpreted as indicators of interaction quality (e.g., chains of reasoning and conflict-
990oriented consensus building) or a lack thereof (e.g., off-topic contributions). We now
991review approaches that focus on the identification of interaction problems, in particular
992(possibly) problematic patterns in discussions, failed attempts to share knowledge, and lack
993of responsiveness.
994Collaborative argumentation is a social activity, hence, interaction aspects are of key
995importance. ARGUNAUT’s Shallow Loop (Hoppe et al. 2008) allows moderators to search
996for (possibly) deficient student-student interactions in discussion maps (i.e., graphical
997representations of e-Discussions) using a “Moderator’s Interface” that allows configuring
998and running differently targeted analysis procedures. Moderators can choose from a number
999of predefined “shallow alerts” that can, for instance, point to inactivity (e.g., a student has
1000not contributed to the discussion map for x minutes), a lack of interaction (e.g.,
1001contributions unconnected for x minutes, users who only link their own contributions with
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1002one another), undesired social behavior (e.g., use of profanity, ignored users, indicated by a
1003lack of links to this user’s contributions for x minutes), or dominant/overly passive users.
1004The patterns found by ARGUNAUT’s Shallow Loop are simple but effective in identifying
1005possible problems in student-student communication. They rely on common sense
1006heuristics and are, thus, easily comprehended by humans, which is an advantage over
1007machine-learned classifiers that are typically based on non-human readable models.
1008In contrast to the ARGUNAUT Shallow Loop (Hoppe et al. 2008), which covers a range
1009of relatively straightforward and easy to detect interaction problems, the approach of Soller
1010(2004) focuses on one specific but harder to analyze problem: exchange of relevant
1011knowledge between the participants in a discussion. Especially when collaborators come
1012from different backgrounds with different expertise, it is essential, for fruitful discussion,
1013that group members share knowledge between themselves (cf. van Eemeren and
1014Grootendorst 2004, p. 60). To address this issue, Soller (2004) developed a computational
1015model to classify episodes of knowledge sharing according to whether they are successful
1016or not. The pieces of shared knowledge correspond to key object modeling (OMT)
1017concepts. The model consists of two Hidden Markov Models (HMM; Rabiner 1989) that
1018were trained with human-annotated sequences of dialogue acts and workspace actions.
1019Soller’s approach is also of interest from a methodological point of view because, in
1020contrast to the ML approaches discussed earlier, HMMs capture sequential dependencies
1021between observations. Communication processes are by nature sequential, hence, natively
1022sequential modeling approaches like HMMs seem to be a good fit to such modeling
1023problems. This assumption is supported by the results of initial experiments by Soller
1024(2004), which indicate that non-sequential flat representation models are not flexible
1025enough to capture effectively the sequential nature of communication processes. However,
1026her results must be taken with a grain of salt: First, her experiments involved only a very
1027limited number of instances (29), raising the question of reliability and generality of the
1028results. Second, the achieved accuracy of 74% is clearly better than chance, that is, the
1029classifier successfully captures some regularities in the students’ behavior but is this enough to
1030build a feedback model on? Third, experiments were conducted on manually pre-segmented
1031data. Full automation of analysis will require combining an HMM-based classifier with
1032another component to pre-segment the data.
1033Finally, we discuss an interaction problem that is, in some respects, related to knowledge
1034sharing. Productive discussions require participants to be responsive, that is, to answer
1035questions that have been raised and to acknowledge the statements of their peers. To
1036address this, Goodman et al. (2005) developed classifiers to detect questions and
1037corresponding answers. This information is used to prompt the group to answer questions
1038that have been ignored and is aggregated in student and group models, as will be discussed
1039below. The classifier consisted of two Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), one for question
1040detection, the other for answer detection. After the question detector finds a question, the
1041answer detector tests every contribution that is made within 2 min of the question to check
1042whether there is an answer in reply to the question. The ANNs analyze students’
1043contributions in terms of dialogue acts and surface features (e.g., occurrence of a question
1044mark). Similarly, Ravi and Kim (2007) analyzed threads in a discussion board to classify
1045messages as questions and answers. Two ML classifiers were learned for detecting
1046questions and answers, respectively, which are based solely on text features. The idea was
1047for threads with unanswered questions to be brought to the attention of an instructor.

1048Student and group models Some systems aggregate student and group behavior in
1049models in a manner similar to student models in intelligent tutoring systems (VanLehn
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10502006). The collected data might be based directly on student actions (e.g., counting the
1051number of activities) or on results from prior analyses (e.g., counting the number of
1052questions to which the student has replied). These aggregated scores represent the
1053current state of the students’ interaction. These indicators can be further processed and
1054compared to a model of desired interaction yielding diagnoses of student interaction
1055(Soller et al. 2005).
1056Goodman et al. (2005) developed group and student models to keep statistics on the
1057students’ behavior and to determine the general “health” of group collaboration. In
1058particular, the group model contains the number of answered and unanswered questions,
1059showing how (un-)responsive group members are, and values for group agreement and
1060dialogue speed, which are based on action counts and used dialogue acts. Analogously,
1061student models are maintained with values for the student’s certainty/confusion and activity
1062level. These indicators are mainly used for the visualization of group health in meters to
1063support student self-reflection but can also be used for immediate feedback, for instance, to
1064prompt the least active student in a collaborating group.
1065Similarly, the Group Leader Tutor (Israel and Aiken 2007) maintains student and group
1066models with counters for off-topic contributions, initiated new ideas, inappropriate use of
1067sentence openers, and the application of the different collaboration skills, all derived from
1068sentence openers/keywords as described above. When certain threshold values are reached,
1069Group Leader Tutor intervenes by sending canned chat messages to the participants.
1070For instance, the Group Leader Tutor may act when an imbalance of the number of
1071contributions per participant is detected, or when the frequency of off-topic contributions
1072surpasses a certain threshold. Group Leader Tutor’s low-level counts are further processed
1073to yield higher-level indicators of the group’s collaborative effort. For instance, the
1074indicator “initiating ideas and assuming personal responsibility” is computed as the ratio
1075between initiated ideas and the total number of responses of that student. A very low value
1076indicates that the student rarely initiates new ideas (classification: “low”). Values in the
1077midrange show a good balance between initiating and responding (classification: “high”).
1078Other values indicate suboptimal but perhaps not alarming behavior (classification: “medium”).
1079The concrete thresholds are set based on initial trials and research by Robertson et al. (1998).
1080After a session is finished, group and student models are “opened” to the participants to
1081stimulate self-reflection processes.

1082Discussion phases Some researchers view collaboration and discussion as following
1083regular patterns that can, at least theoretically, be represented and tracked with process
1084models. Knowing the current state of discussion can help a system interpret user
1085information in a situation-specific way or to generate feedback and prompts that are
1086appropriate in a given situation. Not only the current state but also the chronological
1087sequence of state transitions may be of interest and point to possible problems (e.g., in a
1088debate, we expect to see a progression from the detection of a conflict to its resolution).
1089A part of the pedagogical expertise of the Group Leader Tutor (Israel and Aiken 2007) is
1090encoded in a model that tracks the current discussion state. The model is based on
1091Roschelle’s process-oriented theory of collaboration through convergence (Roschelle 1992)
1092and represents the discussion as a transition through a state space that can be subdivided
1093into the phases “Display,” “Confirm/Disconfirm,” and “Repair until Convergence.”
1094Technically, the model is realized as a set of finite state machines (FSM); transitions are
1095triggered based on the selected sentence openers. The FSMs might trigger tutorial
1096interventions when dedicated states are entered or discussion loops are detected, which
1097indicate a lack of progress.
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1098Tutorial feedback

1099Automated argument/discussion analysis is not an end in itself; it typically serves the
1100purpose of providing feedback, that is, displaying messages to the user or student to
1101assist them in the task at hand. In this section, we discuss feedback strategies,
1102addressing, in particular, feedback timing, feedback mode, and content and feedback
1103selection strategies.

1104Feedback control and timing

1105Feedback control and timing are crucial design decisions that can strongly affect whether
1106learning is successful or not. In particular, in this section, we discuss who decides when
1107feedback should be provided (student, system, or moderator) and, when the feedback
1108should be provided (immediate or delayed).
1109On-demand feedback is provided only upon a student’s request. In Belvedere and
1110LARGO, for instance, students request feedback to check for possible weaknesses in their
1111argument diagrams and to receive hints on how to proceed. There are several reasons why
1112such a strategy might be beneficial: First, the feedback is provided when the student really
1113wants it, not interrupting ongoing activities. Second, the student is not flooded with
1114unnecessary messages because he or she decides the feedback frequency. Third, the
1115construction of an argument diagram is a continuous process, with no clear conclusion,
1116hence, it makes sense to let the user decide when the process is ready for a check (Pinkwart
1117et al. 2006b). Fourth, on-demand feedback allows the tutoring component to appear less
1118authoritative, possibly leading to less student discouragement (Suthers et al. 2001). On the
1119downside, some students take minimal or even no advantage of on-demand feedback, even
1120when they are stuck, as observed by Suthers et al. (2001) and Pinkwart et al. (2008b).
1121Immediate system feedback is provided without a student’s explicitly requesting it
1122during the course of a discussion. The Group Leader Tutor (Israel and Aiken 2007) uses
1123this kind of feedback to “repair” communication problems (e.g., when an off-topic
1124contribution has been detected), to mediate phases of creative conflict, to refocus the group
1125when the discussion gets stuck, and to react to changes in the group model (e.g., the relative
1126amount of participation of a student falls below a threshold). Kumar et al. (2007) launch a
1127tutorial dialogue whenever their topic profiler identifies a relevant domain topic in the
1128students’ contributions. Goodman et al. (2005) describe the peer agent Pierce who provides
1129feedback on unanswered requests/questions, when students appear confused, or when out-
1130of-sequence or missing topics are detected in the Epsilon system. Some research has
1131demonstrated the effectiveness of immediate feedback (cf. Shute 2008). Especially when
1132feedback is intended to scaffold and improve the current student activity, it should be
1133provided immediately. Second, as mentioned above, many students do not make use of on-
1134demand feedback and, thus, miss learning opportunities. On the other hand, the amount of
1135feedback can become excessive and unnecessarily distract the student (see section
1136“Feedback selection and priority”).
1137Summative system feedback is provided after a session has finished. This kind of
1138feedback is provided by the Group Leader Tutor (Israel and Aiken 2007), which displays
1139the content of the student and group model to students at session end in order to encourage
1140reflection and self-assessment of the collaboration. On the one hand, such delayed feedback
1141does not interfere with ongoing students’ activities. On the other hand, the feedback does
1142not scaffold student activities in the actual situation in which a problem occurs. In this
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1143respect, intermediate and summative feedback can be seen as complementary approaches,
1144one to provide immediate scaffolding and the other to foster reflection when the actual
1145activity is over.
1146Moderator-driven feedback is used in situations in which a human moderator decides
1147when to provide feedback to students. For instance, in ARGUNAUT (Hoppe et al. 2008), a
1148software tool is provided (the “Moderator’s Interface”) aimed at increasing the moderator’s
1149awareness and helping him/her decide when to intervene. Moderators can easily select
1150alerting rules, at the push of a button, that provide information about, for instance, off-topic
1151contributions and imbalanced participation of group members. If, and when, interventions
1152are triggered is completely under the control of the moderator.

1153Feedback mode and content

1154In the following, we discuss the concrete forms of feedback that have been provided in
1155argumentation systems. By this, we mean the mode of feedback (i.e., textual, highlighting
1156of argument elements, visualizations of behavioral/interaction aspects) and specific
1157strategies to phrase the textual content of feedback messages.

1158Textual The most common form of feedback is textual messages presented to the student.
1159Belvedere (Suthers et al. 2001) presents pre-canned text messages, which take the form of
1160suggestions and questions when syntactic patterns are identified, and challenging feedback
1161when differences between the students’ diagram and an expert solution have been found.
1162LARGO (Pinkwart et al. 2006b) presents short versions of the five most relevant feedback
1163messages to the student. (We will discuss how the most relevant messages are chosen
1164in section “Feedback selection and priority.”) Both systems use suggestions/prompts for
1165self-reflection rather than imperative/corrective formulations to avoid confusion when a
1166diagnosis is a “false alarm” (Pinkwart et al. 2006a) and to foster the development of the
1167students’ skills of self and peer critiquing, that is, the feedback should encourage the student
1168himself to think about the diagram and possible weaknesses (Suthers et al. 2001). For
1169instance, to prompt students to look for evidence against a hypothesis (in order to
1170counteract a possible confirmation bias), Belvedere might provide the following feedback:
1171“Don’t forget to look for evidence against this hypothesis!” ARGUNAUT (Hoppe et al.
11722008) allows moderators to provide textual feedback in two ways, first as annotations that
1173are embedded in the argument diagrams and, second, as messages that are displayed in
1174pop-up windows. In the approach of Kumar et al. (2007), a relevant domain concept
1175(or concepts) is automatically identified in the students’ conversation. The tutorial agent
1176then takes up the identified concept(s) and tries to stimulate the student to reflect on the
1177concept(s) in a tutorial dialogue. The peer agent Pierce (Goodman et al. 2005) appears as a
1178learning companion to students and contributes messages to their chat conversation. Pierce
1179can consider multiple indicators when generating a message, for example, he might ask the
1180student with the lowest activity (indicator 1) to comment on a statement that has not been
1181acknowledged/answered (indicator 2). Pierce’s interventions are formulated as suggestions
1182and questions (e.g., “Sarah said ‘…’. What do you think about that, Jeremy?”).

1183Highlighting A second form of feedback is highlighting of relevant portions of an
1184argument diagram. Such an approach is used in Belvedere (Suthers et al. 2001) and
1185LARGO (Pinkwart et al. 2006a) when the respective systems automatically find syntactic
1186patterns in the students’ diagrams. ARGUNAUT (Hoppe et al. 2008) allows moderators to
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1187highlight contributions in discussion maps to draw students’ attention to salient features of the
1188discussion.

1189Meters Meters are sometimes used to display group indicators (e.g., dialogue speed,
1190relative amount of statements needing a reply, etc.) and student indicators (e.g., certainty
1191level, activity level, etc.). Soller et al. (2005) discusses how meters can be used as mirroring
1192tools, which reflect back to students’ their actions and behaviors (e.g., student X provided
119310% of all contributions), and as metacognitive tools, which go beyond this by evaluating
1194students’ actions and behaviors and indicate a desired state (e.g., student X has a low
1195activity level). The peer agent Pierce (Goodman et al. 2005) supports students’ activity
1196using meters that visualize aspects of the student and group model. The meters are colored
1197green, yellow, or red to indicate whether the current value is in the normal range, in
1198borderline range, or out-of-range. The design of Pierce’s meters was inspired by research on
1199open student models (e.g., Bull et al. 1995). ARGUNAUT also provides meters, but to
1200support a moderator rather than students. 1201

1202Feedback selection and priority

1203It is often helpful to control the frequency and selection of feedback, in order to provide the
1204right amount of feedback without flooding students with messages. Goodman et al. (2005)
1205report on tests that simulate interventions of the peer agent Pierce with existing usage
1206protocols (recorded without the peer agent). If feedback messages had been sent out, Pierce
1207would have interrupted students 75 times simply to react to unacknowledged contributions
1208during a dialogue of 338 utterances, and 38 times to hint on out-of-sequence or missing
1209topics during a 328 utterance dialogue. Pinkwart et al. (2008a) report similar numbers: The
1210number of identified characteristics sometimes exceeds 100 for a single LARGO diagram.
1211Clearly, this amount of intervention by both Pierce and LARGO is likely to overload
1212students.
1213Belvedere (Suthers et al. 2001) and LARGO (Pinkwart et al. 2006a) address this issue by
1214providing the most important and short versions of the five most important feedback
1215messages, respectively, when students request help. Belvedere uses a preference-based
1216quick-sort algorithm (Suthers et al. 2001). The prioritization algorithm iterates through a list
1217of criteria, which are ordered from most to the least important. After applying the first
1218criterion, the second one is used to prioritize feedback that received the same priority value
1219in the first iteration and so on (i.e., consecutive criteria are used as “tie breakers” for
1220preceding ones). Some of Belvedere’s criteria are: priority of new advice, priority of expert
1221advice over syntactic advice, priority of advice that binds to diagram elements that have
1222been created by the advice-requesting student, priority of certain pattern types over other
1223types, and so forth. LARGO (Pinkwart et al. 2006a) uses, among others, the diagnosed
1224usage phases to determine appropriate feedback. Each pattern is associated with one out of
1225five different usage phases. When the student requests a hint message, those that
1226correspond to the current usage phases are preferred. In ARGUNAUT (Hoppe et al.
12272008), the control and regulation of feedback is left to a moderator who is assumed to be
1228knowledgeable enough to select the most important feedback, based on the support they are
1229given by the AI-based classifiers (McLaren et al. 2009). Goodman et al. (2005) propose to
1230tune the activation threshold of Pierce’s intervention rules to reduce the number of
1231interventions. They further suggest the application of more in-depth natural language
1232analyses to improve the accuracy of the indicators and hence, the accuracy of feedback (less
1233“false alarms”).
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1234Architecture and technology

1235Another key aspect of argumentation systems is their underlying software architecture.
1236Building upon a solid software architecture is beneficial in reducing development time and
1237in achieving stability, extensibility, and performance. Even more importantly, a suitable
1238software foundation is critical to implementing technologically sophisticated CSCL settings
1239which use collaboration scripts and/or floor control, both of which have been shown to be
1240promising for learning in the context of argumentation (see section “Empirical studies”).
1241However, most argumentation systems are based completely on their own, unique design
1242and code, without even reuse of past successful designs. Our review, which included email
1243contacts with the developers of 12 systems asking them about system architectures, also
1244revealed a huge lack of software documentation. As such, reusable design patterns and
1245guidelines have thus far not emerged from the field of argumentation systems. By way of
1246comparison, in the more general field of software engineering, design patterns have been
1247commonly used in system development for about 15 years (Gamma et al. 1995).
1248The few publications about software architectures for educational technology systems
1249include early work by Wenger (1987), who proposed an ITS architecture based on four
1250software modules (expert, student, tutor, and communication model). This approach
1251recognizes the significant advantages of clearly separating functionality and designing
1252systems based on a well-specified and modular architecture. However, this early and
1253general proposal, while followed since then in the field of Intelligent Tutoring Systems, is
1254not enough for modern, distributed, and collaborative educational technology systems. We
1255summarize the main contributions of more recent work in the field in the following.
1256Suthers (2001) discussed different generic argumentation architectures, based on
1257experiences from different versions of Belvedere. He differentiated systems based on their
1258coupling model: (1) strict “What you see is what I see” (WYSIWIS), (2) relaxed WYSIWIS,
1259where different users can have different viewports on a shared view, and (3) model-level
1260coupling in which users see the same semantic state of a shared model, but the views may be
1261totally different. Comparing a centralized architecture (used in Belvedere v1) and a mixed
1262replicated/distributed architecture (Belvedere v2), Suthers finally proposed a hybrid
1263architecture that combines the advantages of the different architectures: The model is
1264available on a central server as well as, in form of a copy, on the client machines.
1265Furthermore, it is possible to have different views on the same underlying data. Therefore,
1266users are able to choose the view that best fits their needs at any time without losing the
1267possibility for collaboration with others that use a different view.
1268Harrer and Devedzic (Harrer and Devedzic 2002; Devedzic and Harrer 2005) have
1269identified some design patterns for ITS systems, based on detailed reviews of existing
1270systems. Examples are the KnowledgeModel-View pattern that manages multiple models
1271and views (analog to the MVC pattern for one model and view) and the ICSCL pattern,
1272which allows adapting learning materials separately for individuals and groups at the same
1273time. Even though these patterns are described in the context of intelligent tutoring systems,
1274some (including the two mentioned above) can be applied to designing collaborative
1275argumentation systems (e.g., user-dependent feedback).
1276While Harrer and Devedzic report on general design patterns, some other publications
1277describe the design of specific systems. Goodman et al. (2005) show how Pierce, an agent
1278for supporting collaborative learning, is designed, and Israel and Aiken (2007) present the
1279architecture of their “Intelligent Collaborative Support System.” Bouyias et al. (2008)
1280report on ideas for an architecture to support the fading of collaboration scripts. Also, some
1281authors propose component-based architectures for their ITS systems (Kumar et al. 2007;
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1282Israel and Aiken 2007; Tedesco 2003) to facilitate the exchange of modules, argue for
1283specific client-server architectures underlying their implementations (Baghaei et al. 2007;
1284Tedesco 2003; Vizcaino et al. 2000), or describe architectures comprising collaborative
1285learning tools (Belgiorno et al. 2008). Yet, these software architecture descriptions are not
1286adapted to the specific requirements of educational argumentation systems, and it is not
1287clear how they can be used more generally. In Loll et al. (2009), we have presented a
1288preliminary sketch of a flexible architecture specialized for educational argumentation
1289applications—however, this work is currently still in its early stages.
1290In addition to architecture, another important technological aspect is the format used to
1291save and exchange argumentation data in different systems. The choice of the data format is
1292important: A standardized and agreed-upon format, for instance, would facilitate
1293conducting meta-analyses of study data even if the studies were done with different tools.
1294Also, common formats would allow for interoperability between applications, enabling a
1295data exchange (e.g., in order to load data gathered with one tool into another for analysis
1296purposes). In addition, different formats have different affordances. Two primary
1297approaches for argumentation data formats have thus far emerged: state-based (e.g.,
1298GraphXML: Herman and Marshall 2000; Graph Exchange Format (GXL): Taentzer 2001;
1299Argument Interchange Format (AIF): Chesñevar et al. 2007) and action-based (e.g., the
1300Common Format (CF), which was used in the ARGUNAUT project). While the former
1301approach only saves the current state of an argument, the latter stores every action, such as
1302adding, removing, or editing parts of the graphical argument. The action-based approach
1303uses less bandwidth (because only small updates are sent, not the whole map), and is more
1304intuitive for collaborative systems where actions of users must be broadcast to other users.
1305The action-based approach, however, requires more time to compute a map state at a given
1306time, which is required whenever a new client joins an argumentation, because all actions
1307from the beginning to the given time have to be provided to the new client. The choice of
1308format also holds implications on the options for automated argument analysis and
1309feedback: Some analyzers use actions as inputs and would, thus, benefit from an action-
1310based data format (e.g., ARGUNAUT), while others are based on the state of an argument
1311(e.g., LARGO) and, thus, work better with a state-based data format.
1312In summary, even though some proposals for data formats have been made, none has
1313been established as a standard for argumentation systems yet. One reason for this may be
1314that they are all limited in different ways: While the mentioned graph-based formats can be
1315used for graph-based representations, they do not work as well for other representations.
1316Furthermore, they do not provide support for argumentation-specific needs (e.g., transcripts
1317or links to external resources). The existing argumentation-specific formats support these
1318needs, but are not flexible enough to support the variety of argument styles used in the
1319different systems.

1320Empirical studies

1321In this section, we discuss empirical studies that investigate whether, and under what
1322conditions, argumentation support systems succeed in real use. Many systems use argument
1323diagrams (see section “Argument representations”) with the implicit assumption that this
1324kind of representation is beneficial for learning. In the first subsection below, we test this
1325assumption by presenting the results of two studies. We then turn to more specific aspects
1326of this assumption. The first two of these are motivated by Bell’s (1997) distinction
1327between knowledge representation and discussion tools. In the second subsection, we
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1328review studies in which external knowledge representations are used to provide discussion
1329guidance for students before turning, in the third subsection, to studies that investigate how
1330the communication design of interfaces affect students. Argumentation tools are used in
1331specific pedagogical contexts, hence, success is determined not only by the software but
1332also by the overall setting in which it is employed. Empirical studies that explore this issue
1333are discussed in the fourth subsection. Finally, in subsection five, we conclude with a
1334discussion of studies concerned with intelligent support. Table 6 provides a brief overview
1335of all of the studies.

1336Can learning be improved with diagramming tools?

1337A key question in the design of an argumentation system is how arguments should be
1338presented to the user. As discussed previously, a considerable number of systems use a
1339visual representation; in particular, box-and-arrow diagrams (also called argument graphs).
1340There are intuitive and theoretical reasons for this, for instance, van Gelder (2003) argues
1341that diagrams are more readable and comprehensible than prose. In particular, they usually
1342require less interpretation; they can be understood more easily via colors, shapes, position
1343in space, and other visual clues; and they are well suited to the non-sequential structure of
1344most arguments. The additional mental demands of diagram creation may lead to more

t6.1 Table 6 Overview: empirical studies involving argumentation systems

t6.2 Can learning be improved with
diagrams?

General description

t6.3 Easterday et al. (2007) Using diagrams to teach causal reasoning on public policy problems

t6.4 Carr (2003) Using diagrams to teach legal reasoning

t6.5 The effect of knowledge
representations on discourse

General description

t6.6 Suthers and Hundhausen (2003) Comparing the effect of different representational notations

t6.7 Suthers et al. (2008) Comparing the effect of different ways to integrate conceptual
representations with discourse representations

t6.8 Nussbaum et al. (2007) Using a special-purpose diagramming format (argumentation vee
diagrams) to support consideration and integration of
different viewpoints

t6.9 The effect of communication
design on discourse

General description

t6.10 Schwarz and Glassner (2007) Using informal ontologies and floor control in graphical e-Discussions

t6.11 McAlister et al. (2004) Using sentence openers to support critical discussions

t6.12 Stegmann et al. (2007) Using micro-level scaffolding to improve the quality of argumentation

t6.13 The effect of the overall
pedagogical setup

General description

t6.14 Lund et al. (2007) Comparing the effect of instructing students to use diagrams for
debating versus representing debate

t6.15 Munneke et al. (2003) Comparing the effect of constructing diagrams (a) individually before a
debate versus (b) collaboratively during a debate

t6.16 Schellens et al. (2007) Using role assignments to improve argumentation quality

t6.17 The effect of adaptive support General description

t6.18 Pinkwart et al. (2007, 2008b) Using LARGO (and its feedback) to teach hypothetical reasoning

t6.19 Schank (1995) Using Convince Me (and its feedback) to improve students’
reasoning skills
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1345rigorous and well-conceived arguments, because strengths and weaknesses are easier to see
1346(Buckingham Shum et al. 1997). In a collaborative learning context, graphical representations
1347may be beneficial because they force students to express their ideas to one another in an
1348explicit and complete form, helping to organize and maintain coherence and serving as
1349“conversational resources” (Andriessen 2006). However, structure can also be a burden
1350leading to problems such as “cognitive overhead” and “premature commitment to structure”
1351(Buckingham Shum et al. 1997). When used as a medium for debates, graphical
1352representations can feel unnatural and unintuitive compared to less structured alternatives
1353such as chat. Also, depending on topic, the number of participants, and available discussion
1354time, the number of boxes and arrows can be substantial, leading to cluttered and hard-to-read
1355argument maps. In other words, cognitive, social, and other factors, some of which are
1356supportive, and others of which are detrimental, impact the intended effect of visual
1357representations. This complex interplay of (potential) factors makes it hard to assess a priori
1358whether visualization is appropriate in most situations, or even in a given situation. Thus, it is
1359important that theory-based design be empirically substantiated.
1360To gain insight into how diagrams and diagramming software tools might help learning
1361and facilitate cognitive processes, Easterday et al. (2007) conducted a study in which
1362diagrams were used to teach causal reasoning on public policy problems. The study
1363compared the effects of three interventions on performance and learning: Students in a Text
1364condition had to analyze a problem presented as text only; students in a Diagram condition
1365were provided with an additional pre-made causal diagram; students in a Tool condition
1366were provided with a software diagramming tool they could use to actively construct a
1367diagram from the text. The overall experimental setup included a pretest (showing
1368equivalent groups), training, a performance test, and a learning test. Each of the three tests
1369consisted of a textual argument to be analyzed and ten multiple-choice causal reasoning
1370questions.
1371The results showed that performance test scores were significantly better for the
1372Diagram condition compared to Text. Learning test scores were significantly better for the
1373Tool condition compared to Text. In sum, most effective for scaffolding on-task
1374performance was use of the pre-made diagram but for active learning constructing a
1375diagram with a software tool was even more effective. The authors posit the following
1376explanation: The performance test is easiest for Diagram students because they can directly
1377interpret an external problem representation in the form of a diagram, whereas Text and Tool
1378students have to perform an additional comprehension step, that is, reading the text,
1379extracting important information, and forming a mental representation. Text students have
1380no additional help. They have to solve the problem directly in their minds, which may
1381involve considerable working memory load. Tool students spend additional effort
1382constructing a (possibly imperfect) diagram but interpretation of a diagram is easier than
1383doing all the work mentally as in the Text condition. In sum, the task leads to similar efforts
1384for Tool and Text students resulting in similar on-task performance. Pre-made diagrams
1385make it easier to analyze a problem. On the other hand, the learning test scores show that
1386the students that actively constructed diagrams learned most about causal reasoning. Note,
1387however, that this study was restricted to individual problem solving, that is, it does not
1388account for collaborative situations, which are much more complex in nature.
1389Carr (2003) conducted a study that showed that argument diagramming is not
1390necessarily better than traditional learning methods. The study investigated whether
1391second-year law students benefit from using the argument diagramming system QuestMap
1392(the experimental group) as a replacement for paper and pencil assignments (the control
1393group). Over the course of a semester, both groups were assigned five identical problems in
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1394the legal domain. Their task was to determine whether or not certain types of evidence
1395should be admitted before the court by laying out relevant arguments, counterarguments,
1396rebuttals, and so forth. Students in the treatment group worked in small groups on the
1397problems with access to QuestMap while students in the control group worked without
1398QuestMap, either alone or in small groups. At the end of the semester, students completed a
1399practice final exam.
1400The groups were compared in terms of the results of the practice final exam with a task
1401similar to the ones they worked on during the semester. Responses were scored by the
1402professor and coded using the Toulmin model to identify argument components present in
1403the responses. Neither the comparison of overall scores nor the comparison of codes yielded
1404significant differences between the groups. Another analysis was done to determine
1405whether arguments of the QuestMap users become more elaborate over time, again without
1406positive results.
1407This study shows that, contrary to expectation, and the Easterday study, the use of
1408diagramming tools does not always lead to measurably better results than traditional (i.e.,
1409not visual) instruction. The general question whether diagramming tools, or more generally
1410computer-supported argumentation, can be beneficial for students and superior to other
1411forms of instruction and learning is clearly influenced by a vast number of factors,
1412including students, domain, tool implementation, and overall instructional setup, but also
1413depends on the purpose of the discussion and, ultimately, on how the benefit is measured
1414(there is no universally agreed-upon model or theory on how to measure argumentation
1415quality). It appears that whether and how argumentation tools should be used depends
1416strongly on context; that is, a setup that is beneficial in one context may not be so in another
1417context.

1418The effect of knowledge representations on discourse: Representational guidance
1419and artifact-centered discourse

1420Knowledge representations can be used to express the conceptual structure of a debate
1421while avoiding aspects of human communication (socially oriented talk, interaction
1422management, etc.). By avoiding information that possibly obscures or distracts from the
1423essence of a problem, it may be easier for students to ultimately come up with more
1424informed decisions and solutions. Although a knowledge representation by itself may not
1425be suitable as a medium of communication (Suthers 2003), it might be employed as a
1426supplemental resource/tool to structure and guide students in discussion. We discuss three
1427studies that explore this issue: The first study (Suthers and Hundhausen 2003) investigates
1428the effect of different knowledge representations in face-to-face discussions. The second
1429(Suthers et al. 2008) investigates how knowledge representations can best be integrated
1430with computer-based communication facilities. The third (Nussbaum et al. 2007) is concerned
1431with argumentation vee diagrams, special-purpose representations aimed at encouraging the
1432consideration and integration of different viewpoints.
1433Suthers and Hundhausen (2003) analyzed the Matrix, Graph, and Text notations in terms
1434of salience of knowledge units and constraints on expressiveness and posited the following
1435four predictions: First, users of Matrix and Graph notations will classify ideas more often
1436according to conceptual categories because these categories are explicitly represented in
1437these notations (i.e., categories are more salient). Second, Matrix users will elaborate the
1438most on evidential relationships because each empty matrix cell prompts them to think
1439about a possible relation (i.e., missing relations are salient); Graph users will elaborate the
1440second most because relations are explicitly specified but, on the other hand, contributions
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1441lose their salience when the first relation is specified (i.e., they are no longer unconnected).
1442Third, Matrix users will also elaborate more on previous ideas because each empty cell in a
1443matrix row/column prompts the students to think about possible relations to previous
1444elements; Graph users will elaborate second most, again because of the salience of explicit
1445representations. Fourth, these process differences will, in sum, lead to differences in the
1446learning outcomes and subsequent products because more elaborated information will also
1447be better memorized.
1448These four hypotheses were tested in a lab study in which a Matrix, a Graph, and a Text
1449group worked on an identical task. Student dyads sitting in front of the same computer had
1450to record data elements, hypotheses, and evidential relations from given background
1451materials in their respective notation using Belvedere. Subjects then individually completed
1452a multiple-choice test for domain knowledge and wrote collaborative essays.
1453The data analysis revealed significant effects of the different notations on process
1454and outcomes, and at least partially confirmed three of the four hypotheses. The use of
1455matrices led to an increased amount of discussion and representation activity with
1456respect to evidential relations, and a more extensive revisiting of previously formulated
1457relations. Graph and Matrix users visited previously discussed ideas more often than
1458Text users. With respect to learning outcomes and subsequent products, an increased
1459impact of students’ collaborative learning activity on the written essays could be
1460identified at least for the Graph condition in terms of carryover items from sessions to
1461essays. However, none of the two experimental conditions profited in terms of domain
1462knowledge (posttest).
1463Overall, this study showed that knowledge representation tools influence argumentation,
1464and that the right choice of representational notation increases the chances of favorable
1465outcomes. But how can such conceptual representations be best integrated with verbal
1466discourse to support collaborative knowledge construction? Suthers et al. (2008) explored
1467this question in another study. In this study, verbal discourse took place in an asynchronous
1468fashion via standard CMC technology (threaded discussions and linear chat instead of face-
1469to-face communication); representational artifacts were always of graphical nature (i.e.,
1470evidence maps). By integrating verbal discourse with visual artifacts, it was hoped to
1471remedy some of the problems that are typically encountered in standard CMC tools, in
1472particular incoherence and lack of convergence. An evidence map might help to increase
1473coherence because the conceptual relevance of verbal contributions in the discourse
1474becomes more obvious when the participants refer to components of the evidence map;
1475convergence may be improved when verbal contributions that refer to the same topic are
1476collected together within the evidence map.
1477Three conditions were compared in a lab study: The Text group used a standard threaded
1478discussion tool (control condition). The Graph group used a graph notation (i.e., nodes and
1479arrows) in which additional chat boxes could be added and linked to any other object. This
1480setup corresponds to a tight integration of conceptual representation (nodes and arrows in
1481graph) and discourse representation (chat boxes in graph). The Mixed group used a graph
1482notation and a separate threaded discussion tool. In order to contextualize contributions of
1483the threaded discussions, students could insert references to graph elements by clicking on
1484the respective graph object while writing their contribution. This setup corresponds to a
1485loose integration of conceptual representation (nodes and arrows of graph) and discourse
1486representation (separate threaded discussion tool with references to graph elements).
1487Again, this study used the argument mapping system Belvedere. Students collaborated in
1488(spatially separated) pairs on a science challenge problem. The experiment was designed to
1489simulate an asynchronous collaboration scenario. Task-relevant information was distributed
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1490across students and sessions in order to necessitate the integration of information from
1491different sessions and participants. After the experimental intervention, each student
1492individually wrote an essay. One week later, a posttest was conducted consisting of memory
1493and integration questions, which required the integration of information from different
1494sessions and participants.
1495The prior results of Suthers and Hundhausen (2003) were essentially confirmed: Users
1496of evidence maps (Graph and Mixed conditions) stated hypotheses earlier and elaborated
1497more on them compared to the Text condition. Furthermore, users in the Graph condition
1498also considered more hypotheses than those in the Text condition and previously
1499collaborating partners were more likely to converge to the same conclusion. On the other
1500hand, the observed positive process characteristics did not result in better outcomes in terms
1501of essay quality and posttest performance. Concerning the question of whether a tighter or
1502looser integration of knowledge and discourse representation is more effective, slight
1503advantages for the more tightly integrated version were observed: The Graph condition
1504performed significantly better on integration questions in the posttest than the Mixed
1505condition suggesting that these students were more successful in integrating different pieces
1506of information. Furthermore, some of the significantly positive effects of evidence maps
1507were only observed in the Graph condition. A possible explanation is that the distribution
1508of information across two separated tools makes it more difficult for students to integrate
1509the provided knowledge.
1510These studies suggest that visual representations can foster students’ elaboration and
1511integration of information and can guide them to converge to the same conclusion. In a
1512similar vein, Nussbaum et al. (2007) tested whether argumentation vee diagrams (AVD; see
1513Fig. 5) can support the integration of different views. AVDs are graphical organizers aimed
1514at scaffolding discussions of controversial questions. They are visually depicted as a “V”
1515with a left column to enter pro arguments, a right column to enter counterarguments, and a
1516text box at the bottom to enter an integrated conclusion. The generation of the conclusion is
1517further supported by critical questions, presented at the base of the “V,” to stimulate further
1518reflection. (Note: Newer AVD versions use additional, more specific questions than the
1519ones displayed in Fig. 5.) Overall, AVDs are more direct scaffolds for integration and
1520convergence than the visualizations used in the work of Suthers and colleagues. Their use is
1521motivated by considerations related to the argument-counterargument integration framework,
1522a model concerned with psychological and discursive strategies to integrate arguments and
1523counterarguments into a final conclusion. Another aspect of argumentation that AVDs support
1524is the visual presentation of counterarguments, which has the potential to help arguers change
1525their views when appropriate.
1526The effect of AVDs was tested in a study with undergraduate, pre-service teacher
1527students. Students in the experimental condition used AVDs, students in the control
1528condition did not. In both conditions, small groups discussed over the course of a semester
1529three different questions (e.g., “Should ability grouping be used to teach reading?”) using a
1530standard discussion forum. The experimental group also used AVDs: Each student created
1531an individual AVD before the discussion; at the conclusion of their discussion, each group
1532collaboratively created another AVD to summarize their discussion with students assigned
1533specific roles (composer, elaborator, and integrator). After the first discussion round, the
1534instructor reviewed summary notes, constructed AVDs, and provided feedback to the
1535students. Furthermore, additional critical questions were added to the AVDs to provide
1536more guidance.
1537The results showed that AVD users were significantly more often able to reach a
1538compromise. In addition, their opinions changed more significantly over time. There was
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1539no opinion change in the control group. These results essentially confirmed the hypothesis
1540that the AVD approach positively contributes to argument-counterargument integration and
1541opinion change.
1542In summary, these three studies show that students can be guided with external
1543knowledge representations toward more extensive elaboration of information, consideration
1544of counterarguments, and integration of information. However, there are also limitations:
1545The question arises whether the prompted changes in behavior are always favorable.
1546Having quantitatively more elaborations, as observed when using matrices, does not
1547necessarily mean that the quality of discourse has improved. As noted by Suthers (2003),
1548the prompting character of matrices might have triggered an overly extensive consideration
1549of relations, when many of the relations were irrelevant. One must also be careful in
1550attributing the positive effects of the Nussbaum et al. (2007) study exclusively to the use of
1551the AVDs because AVD users also received additional instruction/feedback after the first
1552discussion round. Some representations are only suitable for certain kinds of debates and
1553support only specific aspects of argumentation. For instance, the simplistic form of AVDs
1554seem less appropriate to support more complex debates that involve three or more
1555alternative viewpoints; two-dimensional matrices can only represent relations between two
1556types of objects (e.g., data elements and hypotheses). A final issue is the complexity
1557induced by having multiple tools and notations, for example, one for knowledge
1558representation and another for communication. Students have to learn how to operate each
1559tool, coordinate their usage in a live situation, and cope with distributed information across
1560multiple representations (Suthers et al. 2008).

Fig. 5 Argument vee diagram.
(Reproduced from Nussbaum
et al. (2007), Fig. 1. With kind
permission from Michael E.
Nussbaum and Springer
Science + Business Media)
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1561The effect of communication design on discourse: Predefined categories
1562and turn-taking control

1563As opposed to guiding collaborating students via supplementary knowledge representa-
1564tions, some approaches try to bias and scaffold students’ communication with special-
1565purpose communication interfaces. Three approaches discussed in this section differ in the
1566degree of scaffolding they provide: In the study presented by Schwarz and Glassner (2007),
1567students are biased toward a desired way of interacting in graphical discussions via typed
1568text boxes and links which form an informal ontology for communication. For similar
1569reasons, the approach by McAlister et al. (2004) uses sentence openers in threaded
1570discussions but with the addition that the system recommends appropriate openers for
1571replying to previous messages, following a prescriptive communication model. Stegmann
1572et al. (2007) provide scaffolding through a user interface that supports the creation of single
1573arguments with specific components and argument sequences.
1574Schwarz and Glassner (2007) investigated the effects of informal ontologies and floor
1575control in the context of Digalo. Informal ontologies are based on reasoning as it typically
1576occurs in conversations in natural settings; floor control describes a technological setup to
1577control turn taking. This study addressed the questions of how floor control and informal
1578ontologies affect communication and the co-construction of knowledge. Floor control
1579allows for an almost synchronous style of communication while also introducing
1580advantages observed in the context of asynchronous CMC. For instance, deeper reflection
1581and less socially oriented talk (which can distract from the learning objectives) were
1582observed in this context, possibly because delays give the user more time to reflect and
1583inhibit impulsive responses. Similar effects can be expected from floor control because
1584users have more time to process their peers’ contributions and prepare their own
1585contributions. Schwarz and Glassner (2007) hypothesized that the use of an informal
1586ontology and floor control would lead to more relevant claims and arguments and greater
1587reference to the contributions of peers, while discussions without floor control would
1588contain more chat-style communication, especially when no ontology is used.
1589The study followed a 2×2 design with the four conditions floor control/ontology (FO),
1590floor control/no ontology (FN), no floor control/ontology (NO) and no floor control/no
1591ontology (NN). Participants were seventh graders in an Israeli school that discussed in small
1592groups the topic “whether or not the wearing of school uniforms at school is binding.”
1593The resultant discussion maps yielded results largely in accordance with the hypotheses
1594discussed above, that is, groups using a setup without ontology and floor control (NN)
1595produced significantly more chat-like contributions than the other three groups with the
1596largest difference between the two extremes (FO versus NN). Similarly, the number of
1597“other” references (as opposed to “productive” references) was significantly larger in the most
1598unstructured condition (NN) compared to the most structured one (FO). Conversely, the
1599number of relevant claims and arguments in the floor control/ontology condition (FO) was
1600significantly higher than in the no floor control/no ontology condition (NN). In sum, the results
1601confirmed the hypotheses, that is, structuring students’ activities via informal ontologies and
1602controlled turn taking positively contributed to favorable behavior (relevant claims and
1603arguments) and suppressed harmful behavior (chat-style communication). In the words of
1604Schwarz and Glassner (2007, p. 474), “the FC [floor control] function gave participants time to
1605reflect and react and the ontology function provided a tool for reflection and reaction.”
1606McAlister et al. (2004) developed the tool AcademicTalk, which is intended to structure
1607academic argumentation in multiple ways: First, the user interface allows organizing
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1608discussions in threads, similar to asynchronous CMC but for use in near-synchronous
1609fashion. The rationale is to avoid problems like sequential incoherence (see section
1610“Argument representations”), which is common for unstructured alternatives such as chats.
1611A set of sentence openers is provided to scaffold students’ communication with a special
1612emphasis on argumentation moves. Finally, a model of well-formed dialogues, based on
1613dialogue game theory, is used to visually highlight preferred replies to bias students toward
1614fruitful exchange. The use of AcademicTalk was embedded into a four-phased activity:
1615preparation, exploratory discussion, controversial discussion, and summary. AcademicTalk
1616was compared with standard chat in a study with volunteering students of an online
1617delivered University course.
1618The analysis of computer logs showed clear benefits of AcademicTalk: significantly less
1619off-topic contributions and significantly more reasoned claims, rebuttals, and utterances
1620of direct disagreements. As noted by the authors, the more critical character of the
1621AcademicTalk discussions might be caused by the sentence openers, which gave the
1622students the “permission” (McAlister et al. 2004, p. 200) to critically react to their peers’
1623contributions. The study design did not allow for teasing out the effect of each of the three
1624interface design principles individually, but there is at least preliminary evidence that the
1625combination of threaded structure, sentence openers, and best recommendation guides
1626students toward a more critical way of discussing.
1627Stegmann et al. (2007) investigated the effect of a micro-scripting approach on both
1628argumentative and domain knowledge. Their “scaffolding approach to scripting” aspires to
1629have the student internalize the script. They enhanced an asynchronous discussion board
1630with a structured interface to scaffold the construction of single arguments and argument
1631sequences, in order to increase the formal quality of argumentation. Single arguments are
1632supported by a set of input text fields implementing a simplified version of the Toulmin
1633model. Students fill in three text fields: “Claim,” “Grounds” (data, warrants, and backings
1634in the original Toulmin model), and “Qualifications” (qualifiers and rebuttals in the original
1635Toulmin model). Students are not strictly required to use the three text fields as they can
1636also freely type into a standard input box. The construction of argumentation sequences is
1637supported by the system pre-entering the subject lines of new messages. Texts are chosen
1638based on an ideal pattern defined by Leitão (2000) consisting of the argument-
1639counterargument-integration sequence. The first message of a thread is titled “Argument,”
1640replies to arguments as “Counterargument,” and replies to counterarguments as “Integration.”
1641Students were allowed to change the pre-entered subject line.
1642How might these scaffolds push students toward a more qualitative way of argumentation
1643and learning? A high degree of formal structure in single arguments might be connected with
1644deeper cognitive elaboration: There may be a connection between providing grounds to support
1645a claim and self-explanation, and between providing qualifications (which anticipate
1646exceptional situations and a restricted scope) and the awareness/consideration of alternative
1647explanations and viewpoints. Similarly, argument sequences of the form argument-
1648counterargument-integration may be associated with the creation and solution of socio-
1649cognitive conflicts. Hence, a higher formal quality of argumentation may lead to real learning
1650outcomes in terms of argumentation and domain knowledge.
1651To investigate the effect of scripting on the formal quality of argumentation and
1652acquisition of knowledge, a study with Educational Science students was conducted, using
1653a 2×2 design with the two factors “single argument scripting” and “argumentation sequence
1654scripting.” Small groups of students collaboratively analyzed three problem cases and
1655arrived at a joint solution. The experimental design also involved pre- and posttests on
1656domain and argumentation knowledge.
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1657Log data was analyzed using the method of Weinberger and Fischer (2006) to assess the
1658formal quality of argumentation. Single argument scripting significantly increased the
1659formal quality of single arguments indicated by a higher proportion of grounded claims and
1660qualified claims, and less bare claims. Similarly, argumentation sequence scripting
1661significantly increased the formal quality of argumentation sequences indicated by a higher
1662proportion of counterarguments and a higher transition probability from arguments to
1663counterarguments. Corresponding effects have also been observed in the analysis of pre-to-
1664posttest gains in argumentation knowledge. The analysis yielded significantly higher scores
1665for tasks related to single argument and argumentation sequence when a respective script
1666was used during the experimental intervention. However, no significant effects were
1667observed for domain knowledge acquisition.
1668These three studies show that system designers can bias student interaction by specific
1669communication interfaces. Appropriate interface and interaction designs caused students to
1670use more relevant claims and arguments and less chat-like expressions (Schwarz and
1671Glassner 2007), disagree and rebut more frequently (McAlister et al. 2004), and, overall,
1672engage in argumentation of a higher formal quality (Stegmann et al. 2007). Furthermore,
1673these results were realized with different discourse representations (graphical and threaded
1674discussion) and interaction styles (drag and drop of typed boxes and arrows, sentence
1675openers, and forms). A crucial but still unanswered question is whether these process
1676improvements persist over time, that is, whether these approaches lead to script
1677internalization and a durable change in behavior. A second question is whether these
1678scaffolds should be faded out/removed over time to avoid over-scripting, that is, the
1679structural support turns into a hindrance when students have already internalized the model
1680(Dillenbourg 2002; Stegmann et al. 2007). A third question is whether formally improved
1681argumentation is also more effective in terms of acquisition of domain knowledge.
1682Stegmann et al. (2007) found here no significant effects.

1683The effect of the overall pedagogical setup: Macro-scripting approaches to argumentation

1684System designers can positively influence how students interact, and possibly what they
1685learn during discussion, through user interfaces. In addition, other contextual factors can
1686contribute to productive computer-mediated exchange. Fruitful collaboration and argumen-
1687tation typically does not occur spontaneously, that is, it is not sufficient to provide students
1688with basic communication and collaboration tools even if these tools are well designed
1689(Dillenbourg et al. 1996). Based on this insight, researchers and practitioners have tried a
1690number of measures to make argumentation more successful, including the provision of
1691relevant background information, tool familiarization, and procedural instructions. To make
1692argumentation a more situated activity, some have contextualized the use of argumentation
1693tools by designing wider curricula: For instance, SenseMaker is part of the Web-based
1694Inquiry Science Environment (WISE), for which a number of curriculum projects have been
1695designed (Linn et al. 2003); Suthers et al. (1997) developed activity plans, problems with
1696accompanying Web-based materials, and assessment instruments that could be used,
1697together with Belvedere, to implement scientific inquiry in the classroom. Also other more
1698specific setups have been used to foster argumentation. For instance, students possibly
1699collaborate and learn better when they first prepare themselves individually before joining a
1700group discussion (Baker 2003; Schwarz and Glassner 2007; Rummel and Spada 2005),
1701when they receive different background materials to make collaboration necessary for an
1702optimal solution (e.g., Suthers et al. 2008), and when they have been assigned different
1703roles to distribute tasks and emphasize the particular responsibilities of the individual
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1704(e.g., Nussbaum et al. 2007; Schellens et al. 2007). Some approaches acknowledge the
1705dialectical character of argumentation, that is, the origin and motivation for argumentation
1706should be a conflict of opinion that provides a reason for argumentation, otherwise
1707argumentation might become aimless (van Eemeren and Grootendorst 2004); learning
1708happens then by resolving this socio-cognitive conflict (Doise and Mugny 1984). There are
1709different strategies that can create and/or maximize such conflicts artificially, for instance,
1710by grouping students with different a priori opinions (Baker 2003) or assigning roles that
1711represent different, opposite opinions in a role play scenario, which can be further amplified
1712by preparing students with different background materials according to their roles (Muller
1713Mirza et al. 2007).
1714These approaches are typically realized as a prescribed series of individual and
1715collaborative activities, known as a collaboration script, or more specifically, a macro-
1716script. Macro-scripts are pedagogical models, or instructional plans that define phases,
1717roles, and sequences of activities; they stand in contrast to micro-scripts, which are dialogue
1718models intended to be internalized by the student (Dillenbourg and Hong 2008), such as the
1719one by Stegmann et al. (2007) discussed above. In the following, we present three
1720exemplary studies concerning macro-script designs. The first study compares a script in
1721which diagrams are used for holding a debate with a script in which diagrams are used for
1722representing a debate (Lund et al. 2007). The second study compares a script in which
1723students constructed a diagram individually before a debate with one in which a diagram
1724was constructed collaboratively during a debate (Munneke et al. 2003). The final study
1725compares a condition in which students were scripted by roles with one without role
1726assignment (Schellens et al. 2007).
1727Lund et al. (2007) compared two ways of combining chat and diagrams (i.e., multiple
1728representations; cf. Ainsworth 1999) using different activity sequences. In particular, they
1729compared diagrams used together with a chat as the actual medium of debate and using
1730diagrams for representing a preceding chat debate. When using diagrams and chat together,
1731communication is distributed across two different media, and coordination of the two
1732representations is required. When using the chat tool as the medium of debate and afterward
1733a diagram to synthesize the debate, a translation from chat to diagram representation is
1734required. It was expected that translation involves active reflection processes, which might
1735aid exploring the space of debate and consequently lead to the construction of deeper
1736knowledge.
1737The study used the CSCL environment DREW (Corbel et al. 2002), which incorporates a
1738chat tool, a text editor, and JigaDREW, a graphical discussion tool with the typical box-and-
1739arrow notation. An additional feature is that boxes and arrows can be annotated with
1740comments and personal opinions (in favor, against). Elements for which participants
1741express conflicting opinions are visually marked in the diagram to highlight issues that
1742possibly need attention.
1743The study was conducted with French secondary school children. The discussion topic
1744was “genetically modified organisms” (GMO). In one condition, student dyads were
1745instructed to use chat and diagrams to debate, and to synthesize the debate afterward using
1746chat. In the second condition, student dyads were instructed to use only the chat tool to
1747debate, and to synthesize the debate afterward using the diagramming tool. In other ways
1748the conditions were equal, including the creation of individual diagrams before the
1749experimental intervention and revision of the individual diagrams after the experimental
1750intervention, except for the order of actions.
1751To compare the two conditions, the collaborative diagrams created during the
1752intervention as well as the changes applied to the individual diagrams after the intervention
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1753were analyzed. The analysis yielded two significant effects: First, dyads that used diagrams
1754to represent a chat discussion expressed significantly less often their opinion regarding the
1755same diagram element. The collaborative diagram had more of a character of a unique voice
1756of, or consensus between both students. Conversely, dyads that used the diagram for
1757debating more often stated opinions on the same elements, possibly indicating an increased
1758awareness of the distinction between arguments and opinions. Second, dyads that used
1759diagrams for representing added significantly more “non-argumentative” semantic relations
1760to their individual diagrams after the intervention. These links express that one proposition
1761causes, follows from, or provides an example for another proposition, that is, they add
1762explanations and elaborations rather than supporting or opposing arguments. A possible
1763explanation given by the authors is that students might have deepened their understanding
1764of the debate topic, indicated by a tendency to add more semantic relations, which is in line
1765with the assumption that the translation process from a chat to a diagrammatic representation
1766leads to more reflection and the construction of deeper knowledge. Although this last
1767interpretation appears to be a little speculative, the study clearly indicates that different
1768instructions on how to use a notation leads to significant differences, that is, the design of an
1769appropriate context of tool use is a crucial ingredient of successful pedagogy.
1770Munneke et al. (2003) compared how constructing diagrams individually before a debate
1771and constructing diagrams collaboratively during the debate affect the depth and breadth of
1772students’ exploration of the space of debate. The expectation was that preparing an
1773individual diagram before the debate would make the individual viewpoints clearer and
1774consequently trigger opinion statements and reflection on viewpoints. On the other hand, it
1775was hypothesized that constructing a diagram collaboratively during the debate would
1776increase students’ elaboration on arguments and relations, that is, students will explore the
1777space of debate in more breadth and depth, in line with the observations by Suthers and
1778colleagues (see section “The effect of knowledge representations on discourse”).
1779A study was conducted with 16 and 17-year old students, in which, like the Lund et al.
1780study, they were asked to discuss GMOs. The main task for both conditions was to
1781collaboratively write an argumentation text. Students used the CSCL tool TC3 (Text
1782Composer, Computer Supported, and Collaborative), which offers a chat, an information
1783panel, a collaborative text editor, and an argument-diagramming tool. In the “Diagram
1784before debate” condition, students started with reading background material and
1785constructed a diagram individually; then they discussed in pairs and wrote the
1786argumentative text while the individual diagrams could still be accessed; finally they were
1787able to modify their individual diagrams once again. In the “Diagram during debate”
1788condition, students started by reading background material individually, then they
1789constructed in pairs a collaborative diagram while the background materials were still
1790available. Finally, student pairs wrote an argumentation text while both diagram and
1791background materials were still available.
1792The data analysis revealed that students in both conditions were task-focused with only
1793few socially oriented contributions; the diagrams may have helped them maintain the focus
1794in their discussions. Students who prepared an individual diagram before the discussion
1795wrote and talked significantly more about opinions, as predicted. On the other hand, there
1796were no significant differences between conditions in terms of depth of the debate (e.g.,
1797relating arguments or arguing on arguments), that is, the collaborative construction of
1798diagrams did not lead to more elaboration. Overall, both conditions suffered from a lack
1799of high-value argumentation interaction in the form of rebuttals or relations between
1800arguments, which suggests that additional measures might be necessary to increase
1801interaction quality. Interestingly, the depth of the argumentation texts was in both
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1802conditions significantly higher than in the constructed diagrams. It might be the case that
1803students were too focused on the text production task, thus interfering with their discussions
1804in chat and diagrams.
1805Schellens et al. (2007) approach scripting argumentation with role assignments instead
1806of activity sequences. They investigated how the assignment of roles affects students’
1807argumentation in asynchronous group discussions with a special focus on knowledge
1808construction through social negotiation. Their rationale was that having been assigned a
1809role, a student will take more responsibility toward the group and the content they contribute
1810to the discussion. The research was interested in the effect on both the process and product
1811of collaboration.
1812A study was conducted with freshman students of an Instructional Design course.
1813During the semester, they discussed four course-relevant topics, which required the
1814application of theoretical concepts to real situations, in groups of ten using an asynchronous
1815discussion board. The course was given in two consecutive years in almost identical
1816fashion, except that in the first year no roles were assigned whereas in the second year the
1817role concept was introduced. Four randomly selected students in each group were assigned
1818one of the roles “moderator,” “theoretician,” “summarizer,” and “source searcher,” and were
1819instructed accordingly. The study investigated the impact of the two conditions (role
1820assignment, no role assignment) on exam scores and the level of knowledge construction,
1821which was measured via a content analysis of the students’ contributions to the discussion.
1822The log data analysis showed a significant effect of the specific discussion theme on the
1823average level of knowledge construction possibly due to differences in complexity, that is,
1824discussion themes should be chosen according to the ability level of the students. There
1825were positive effects of student’s activity level and attitude toward learning environments
1826(measured via a questionnaire) on both exam score and level of knowledge construction.
1827Students in the “scripted by assigning roles” condition had a significant higher level of
1828knowledge construction and also attained better exam scores. With respect to the effect of
1829specific roles on the level of knowledge construction, summarizers were positively, source
1830searchers negatively affected. No significant effects were found for theoreticians and
1831moderators. In sum, depending on their specific role (and associated tasks), students profit
1832more or less, or might even be negatively affected from role assignments.
1833These studies show that different scripts lead to different behavior, underscoring the
1834importance of the context in which tools are used. Lund et al. (2007) found some indication
1835that students who summarize a chat discussion in a diagram deepen their conceptual
1836understanding while students using a diagram as a medium are more inclined to express
1837conflicting opinions directly in the diagram. Because the data analysis was based only on
1838the produced diagrams, we cannot know whether the students who used diagrams for
1839representing the debate showed the same ability in their chat discussions; perhaps they just
1840distributed specific activities differently across the different tools. To investigate such
1841questions in more detail, it is necessary to capture and analyze the communication of all
1842available channels. Munneke et al. (2003) found that students who construct individual
1843diagrams before a debate talked more about opinions than those who constructed diagrams
1844collaboratively during the debate. Schellens et al. (2007) found overall positive effects of
1845assigning roles to students. In summary, these three examples demonstrate that the
1846pedagogical setup does have an influence on process and learning outcome. Another
1847important insight is that there is no general superiority of one script design over others. A
1848particular script might be especially suitable to foster a specific aspect of argumentation or
1849knowledge construction while being neutral or even detrimental with respect to others.
1850Therefore, it is important to understand the impact of certain factors and their interplay in
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1851order to design scripts that are appropriate with respect to the pedagogical objectives and
1852the situation at hand.

1853The effect of adaptive support: Simulated reasoning and tutorial advice

1854In this section, we discuss evaluation results of educational argumentation systems that
1855adaptively support students in their activities. To the best of our knowledge, there are
1856relatively few studies that have been conducted to investigate the benefits of system
1857feedback in argumentation systems. As previously discussed, AcademicTalk recommends
1858the next best sentence opener to be used in reply to previous messages. Here we discuss two
1859other studies of adaptive support.
1860Pinkwart et al. (2007) tested LARGO in a lab experiment with paid volunteers recruited
1861from a first-year Legal Process course. An experimental group that used LARGO was
1862compared to a control group that used a notepad tool. The study followed a pre-posttest
1863design; the experimental intervention involved students analyzing two legal transcripts over
1864two sessions.
1865Pretest scores showed no significant differences between both groups. There were also
1866no significant differences in the posttest scores. On the other hand, students at different
1867aptitude levels (High, Medium, and Low) yielded some interesting results: LARGO users in
1868the Low group did significantly better than the Low subjects in the control condition on
1869near-transfer questions and on questions concerned with the evaluation of hypotheticals, a
1870primary learning objective of LARGO. Thus, low aptitude students benefited more from
1871LARGO than more skilled students. Whether LARGO’s feedback contributed to the
1872observed benefits cannot be answered definitively because the availability of this function
1873was not part of the experimental design (i.e., there was no condition in which LARGO was
1874used without the feedback function). However, a post hoc analysis suggested some positive
1875effects: Students requested feedback quite often and, perhaps more important, the use of
1876feedback increased over time indicating that students found it helpful.
1877Pinkwart et al. (2008b) performed a second study in which they tested whether the
1878results from the first experiment could be replicated in a more realistic setting. In this study,
1879LARGO was used as a mandatory part of a first-year law school course, not by volunteers in
1880a lab as in the first study. Again, the experimental design randomly assigned students to
1881either a LARGO group or a text group (the control condition).
1882However, the prior results were not replicated. In fact, some measured significant effects
1883pointed in the opposite direction, that is, the control group performed better on the posttest.
1884To investigate why the effect of LARGO was so different between the studies, log data was
1885analyzed. The results showed that students in the second study used the advice function less
1886often (10.1 versus 1.8) with frequency of use decreasing over time, suggesting a possible
1887reason for the reduced benefits of LARGO in this experiment. Pinkwart and colleagues
1888argue that the original cause for differences in both studies might, thus, be of motivational
1889nature: Students in study 1 were paid volunteers. Having deliberately decided to take part in
1890the study might indicate some basic interest in the use of such a learning system, which
1891possibly resulted in an increased willingness to explore the system and its features. On the
1892other hand, in study 2, the use of LARGO was mandatory but the students did not receive
1893any benefit (performance in the study did not count for course grade) other than learning—
1894which is often not an obvious benefit perceived by students.
1895Schank (1995) describes a study that compared an experimental group using Convince
1896Me with a control group using paper and pencil. The goal was to test whether Convince Me
1897is effective in making students better reasoners.
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1898The students were University undergraduates with varying backgrounds, and could be
1899considered novices with respect to the task. The experiment followed a pre-posttest design;
1900during the experimental intervention, four exercises were solved either with Convince Me
1901or with paper and pencil. The exercises covered a variety of domains (scientific reasoning
1902in biology, medicine, and physics; an ethical controversy about abortion). Each exercise
1903consisted of instructions and a text passage introducing two competing theories. Students
1904then created a corresponding argument as a set of interrelated hypotheses and pieces of
1905evidence, and rated these elements according to their believability (or acceptability). After
1906having completed an initial version, students in both conditions were able to modify the
1907argument either by changing its structure or their believability judgments.
1908As a measure of solution quality, the correlation between student-produced argument
1909structures and students’ belief ratings was determined. Good reasoners are expected to
1910produce argument structures that reflect their beliefs, or provide belief ratings that
1911correspond to a given argument structure. To determine how well structure and beliefs
1912corresponded, ECHO was applied to the arguments to compute how strongly a coherent
1913reasoner believes in the provided propositions, given the particular argument structure.
1914These ratings were then correlated with the actual student beliefs to see how close the
1915student comes to the ideal coherent reasoner. These correlations were computed for the
1916arguments constructed in the pretest, posttest, and during the exercises, and aggregated per
1917condition.
1918In the pretest, correlations were low for both conditions. Both conditions improved
1919significantly during the exercises, but the Convince Me subjects improved to a significantly
1920higher value. These results demonstrate that Convince Me was effective in scaffolding
1921students during the task but do positive effects also transfer to situations without tool support?
1922In the posttest, subjects that had used Convince Me achieved significantly improved scores
1923compared to the pretest, while the control group had nonsignificant improvements.
1924Thus, the three studies led to mixed results with respect to adaptive and intelligent
1925support for argumentation. All three studies did not isolate the adaptive support as an
1926experimental factor; rather, each research team compared their system as a whole with a
1927control condition. Hence, it is not clear whether the observed effects stem from the
1928feedback, from the system’s user interface, or from some other tool-specific factor. A first
1929LARGO study (Pinkwart et al. 2007) shows encouraging results in that low-aptitude
1930students benefit from using LARGO; however, their second study (Pinkwart et al. 2008b)
1931did not confirm these results. This result illustrates the importance of contextual factors.
1932Even if one could design the ideal tool, one that provides a maximum of effectiveness and
1933efficiency, it might still be misused and lead to suboptimal results. To overcome the
1934(hypothesized) problem of lacking motivation, the tool could be more tightly integrated into
1935the curriculum, into a collaborative macro-script, or be given more weight with respect to
1936the course grade. Another possibility would be to try to increase students’ motivation
1937through collaborative use in dyads or small groups. Would different feedback be needed for
1938a collaborative setting? The Schank (1995) study successfully used less direct feedback by
1939showing students how far their beliefs corresponded with a model of coherent reasoning.
1940The use of Convince Me was beneficial in terms of both on-task scaffolding and learning.
1941An open question is whether the correspondence between the student’s and ECHO’s belief
1942ratings accurately measures human reasoning skills. On the one hand, ECHO demonstrated
1943that it could provide reliable estimates in a number of different domains and applications.
1944However, ECHO is an abstract computational model, with an evaluation mechanism that is
1945difficult for humans to understand. In this respect, evaluations based in human judgment
1946have clear advantages over ECHO.
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1947In this section, we have discussed empirical studies investigating the educational effects
1948of argumentation system designs. What is, in a nutshell, the overall result? Do (specifically
1949designed) argumentation systems improve learning compared to a control condition? It is
1950important to distinguish three different aspects: First, do systems successfully scaffold
1951on-task performance (scaffolding effect)? This aspect is addressed in almost all studies,
1952either by assessing the quality of argumentative/discourse processes or produced artifacts.
1953Results achieved on this dimension were quite promising, indicating changes in the “right”
1954direction (Easterday et al. 2007; Suthers and Hundhausen 2003; Suthers et al. 2008;
1955Nussbaum et al. 2007; Schwarz and Glassner 2007; McAlister et al. 2004; Stegmann et al.
19562007; Schank 1995). Second, do systems, by promoting good argumentation practice, also
1957help students better acquire knowledge about domain topics (arguing to learn)? A few
1958studies explicitly addressed this aspect via posttests (Suthers and Hundhausen 2003;
1959Suthers et al. 2008; Stegmann et al. 2007), essentially without significant results. Third, do
1960systems help students acquire argumentation and reasoning skills (learning to argue)?
1961Results are mixed here: The studies of Easterday et al. (2007), Stegmann et al. (2007),
1962Pinkwart et al. (2007), and Schank (1995) showed significant positive effects for their
1963systems while Carr (2003) and Pinkwart et al. (2008b) did not. Another important factor
1964is the overall pedagogical setup, that is, how argumentation systems are used. The three
1965discussed studies that varied the overall setup showed that not only student on-task behavior
1966changes (Lund et al. 2007; Munneke et al. 2003; Schellens et al. 2007) but also that the
1967acquisition of domain knowledge can be positively influenced (Schellens et al. 2007).
1968To conclude, it is quite evident that argumentation systems, if well designed, have potential to
1969improve students’ argumentative discourse. Improved performance has also been demonstrated
1970in some studies for posttest transfer tasks in which students applied argumentation and reasoning
1971skills without tool support, that is, students seemingly acquired such skills. How durable such
1972changes are and whether acquired argumentation skills impact and transfer into the real-world
1973argumentation practice are still open questions to be answered by future research.

1974Conclusion

1975Assisting students in their acquisition of argumentation skills is an important educational
1976goal, one that has clearly been recognized by the research and educational communities.
1977For instance, within the CSCL community, argumentation has been named as one of the
1978critical “flash themes” (Stahl 2007). As this survey article demonstrates, a variety of
1979educational and general-purpose systems for different types of argumentation have been
1980developed over the last (roughly) 15–20 years. There have also been a number of empirical
1981studies that have investigated the pros and cons of different variants of software for learning
1982and practicing argumentation.
1983Our survey shows that, indeed, some important achievements have been made. When
1984attempting to design an educational argumentation system today, a look at the spectrum of
1985existing systems is both informative and inspiring. As this article shows, the designers of
1986existing systems have chosen different ways to

1987– represent arguments visually,
1988– design the interaction between the student, the argument, and (potentially) other
1989students,
1990– represent arguments in the form of ontologies, and
1991– automatically analyze arguments and provide students with intelligent feedback.
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1992The variety of existing systems not only illustrates the different design options that are
1993possible, but also, at the same time, shows that the key enabling technologies needed to
1994support students in their learning of argumentation are available today and have been
1995actively developed and tested in a number of projects.
1996In terms of empirical results, we see at least two general findings that have emerged. A
1997first result is that the form of external argument representation (and accompanying
1998interaction) does matter and, thus, should be seriously considered by system designers. The
1999studies by Suthers and Hundhausen (2003), Suthers et al. (2008), Nussbaum et al. (2007),
2000McAlister et al. (2004), Schwarz and Glassner (2007), and Stegmann et al. (2007) show
2001that the way in which a system lays out an argument visually and allows students to use it
2002has an impact on the behavior and learning gains of students. Visual representations that
2003provide more guidance and structure, such as matrices and graphs (Suthers and Hundhausen
2004and Suthers et al. studies) and AVD diagrams (Nussbaum study), have the effect that
2005students make use of that structure, which then leads to more elaborated arguments and
2006argumentative discourse. Micro-scripts, which provide process structure, for example,
2007instructing students how to make an argument and how to respond to them, also have been
2008shown to have the desired effects of students following the underlying rules—such as using
2009more relevant claims and arguments (Schwarz and Glassner study), disagreeing and
2010rebutting other positions more frequently (McAlister study), and engaging in argumentation
2011of a higher formal quality (Stegmann study).
2012A second general result, supported—among others—by the work of Lund et al. (2007),
2013Munneke et al. (2003), and Schellens et al. (2007), is that scripts on the macro level can be
2014an effective technique for supporting learning with educational argumentation tools. These
2015studies show that the design of a tool is not the only factor that matters when it comes to the
2016question of whether an educational argumentation system is effective or not: The overall
2017pedagogical setup, including sequencing of activities, distributions of roles, instruction on
2018how to use diagramming tools, usage of additional external communication tools, and
2019collaboration design, has an influence on learning outcomes.
2020In summary, the technology to build educational argumentation systems is available,
2021studies have indicated that argumentation systems can be beneficial for students, and there
2022are research results that can guide system designers and teachers as they implement and
2023use argumentation systems. So has the “CSCL flash theme” mentioned earlier been fully
2024explored? Clearly, the answer is “no.” In fact, both on the technology side and on the
2025educational psychology side, there are a number of remaining research challenges that need
2026to be addressed in order to make real progress in understanding how to design, implement,
2027and use educational argumentation software.
2028First, an overarching theory about how computers can support the acquisition of
2029argumentation skills is largely absent. While some generalizable results (such as the
2030aforementioned findings on visual representations and scripting) exist, our literature review
2031also revealed conflicting empirical results (e.g., about the value of diagrams for educational
2032argumentation) that can currently only be explained speculatively. These inconsistencies
2033reveal the need for a more general theoretical framework about learning argumentation and
2034its support with technology. However, in order to build and refine such a robust theoretical
2035model of learning argumentation, more—and more systematic—empirical studies are
2036required.
2037The second research challenge is connected to the first. As stated above, the variability
2038of existing educational argumentation systems along multiple dimensions is impressive.
2039Yet, these variations between system designs and approaches have often not been a subject
2040of empirical research, so we do not really know which design option is educationally more
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2041beneficial than another. An example is the question about how to design an argument
2042ontology for an educational system. The variety of argumentation ontologies is vast—and
2043surprising—particularly for systems that are ostensibly for “general argumentation.”
2044Although many elements are available in a variety of tools, there are no two systems that
2045have the same ontology (though there is probably more overlap in the ontologies than is
2046apparent at the surface: Often, different names are used for the same basic concept, e.g.,
2047“supports,” “pro,” “agree”). Is there a “best” ontology for teaching a specific form of
2048argumentation? That notion clearly merits further empirical research. Even for the restricted
2049research question of whether the size of the ontology is important (too few elements may
2050provide too little guidance, too many elements may confuse students), the literature shows
2051that there are conflicting viewpoints: Suthers (2003) found that too many ontological
2052elements about scientific arguments made student diagrams worse due to student’s incorrect
2053usage of the elements, whereas Jeong (2003) and Soller (2001, 2004) reported that their
2054students were able to deal with a wider variety of ontology elements. A simple explanation
2055for the lack of studies that systematically compare different argumentation system designs
2056is that it is quite difficult to practically do such studies—varying factors in a controlled
2057manner would require eliminating confounds, which is quite difficult when two existing
2058software systems are compared as a whole. The systems we have reviewed typically differ
2059in much more than one factor and are often not as flexible in terms of configuration options
2060as is desirable (see also challenge six below).
2061Third, our review has shown that the vast majority of the existing argumentation tools
2062make use of graph-based argument representations. As stated above, research findings
2063suggest that the way in which arguments are represented visually matters. But are graphs
2064really the best way to visually represent arguments in educationally targeted systems?
2065While some theoretical considerations (making structure visible to students) and some
2066convincing technical reasons (making structure accessible for automated analysis) for using
2067graphs exist, there is still no strong empirical evidence about the effect of using graph-based
2068representations for argumentation learning. The lack of empirical support calls for further
2069studies—especially in light of other design choices (such as scripts) having shown some
2070positive effects on student learning. Connected to this third challenge is the finding that all
2071of the approaches that we reviewed have explicitly focused on providing students with
2072visual (i.e., graphical or textual) representations. Yet, factors like gestures, tone of speech,
2073and mimicry are highly important for face-to-face argumentation (Roth 2000; Allwood
20742002; Lund 2007a) and, thus, should also be considered for the design of argumentation
2075software. Unfortunately, these aspects of human argumentation do not translate easily into
2076visual representations that a computer system can use.
2077As a fourth point, a surprising result of our survey is that a considerable number of the
2078tools that we evaluated are indeed for single users, even though collaboration is viewed as
2079critical for learning argumentation. A simple explanation for this is, of course, that
2080collaborative software tools have simply not been around as long as non-collaborative ones.
2081Yet this issue raises research questions about what forms of collaboration would be
2082appropriate with the existing single-user tools, and how collaborative tools for argumentation
2083can and should be designed to support the learning of argumentation. As mentioned, some
2084promising research has already been done in this direction—showing, for instance, that
2085collaboration scripts can be effective for teaching argumentation—but further research on the
2086design of synchronous and asynchronous collaborative argumentation software is clearly
2087required.
2088Our fifth point is related to the fourth: Our survey has found that the existing educational
2089technology systems for argumentation are associated with two more-or- less completely
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2090separated research fields: Intelligent Tutoring Systems (typically single user, with system
2091feedback) on the one hand, and CSCL systems (multiple users, usually with no system
2092feedback) on the other hand. It is surprising to see that these two fields, even though they
2093both address the problem of supporting students as they learn to argue, do not have
2094significant overlapping research or connections (with the notable exceptions of systems like
2095Belvedere and Group Leader Tutor), as is also evidenced by the absence of articles in
2096ijCSCL that address the topic of tutorial feedback. Technically, the design of collaborative
2097ITS systems for argumentation is feasible today. Yet, there are a number of related open
2098research questions that must first be addressed, including how to adapt the support that ITS
2099systems provide to groups of learners, and how to integrate intelligent support on the
2100collaboration process (i.e., adaptive scripting) with intelligent support on a constructed
2101argument (e.g., how to handle conflicting feedback messages that could be presented based
2102on different analyses). Despite these considerable challenges, the integration of ITS and
2103CSCL elements for educational argumentation systems is promising. Argumentation can be
2104characterized as ill-defined (Reitman 1964; Voss 2006; Lynch et al. 2006), and the
2105development of an ITS system that could perform a full and comprehensive automated
2106assessment of student actions and performance in an argumentation task may, thus, be very
2107hard if not impossible. Yet, as we have seen in our review, a partial analysis and helpful
2108feedback on certain aspects of argumentation is often possible with ITS technology. In
2109cases in which this system support is infeasible, collaboration is an obvious choice to
2110facilitate learning for several actors by letting them help one another in their learning
2111processes. Partially, the separation between CSCL and ITS research on argumentation
2112systems can be explained by the different foci of the respective research fields: While ITS
2113research is concerned with domain learning, and providing feedback to help students learn
2114domain content, CSCL research is more interested in interaction and how students
2115collaborate. The two fields also stem from often contentious educational viewpoints (i.e.,
2116cognitivist ITS; constructivist CSCL). However, some integration of the positions can
2117probably benefit both fields, because the process of learning group argumentation can
2118hardly be separated from the domain principles of arguments—good arguers need to be
2119strong in both.
2120The sixth research challenge that our survey revealed is related to the technology side of
2121educational argumentation systems. Our review has revealed (with some notable exceptions
2122as described in section “Architecture and technology”) an almost total lack of system
2123documentation and research publications about generic, flexible, and reusable software
2124design patterns for building educational collaborative argumentation systems. Not only do,
2125apparently, few people conduct research on educational argumentation systems from a
2126computer science perspective, but also the existing tools are not well described from a
2127technical viewpoint. This unfortunate situation imposes severe implications on the
2128research community: Researchers who want to design educational argumentation
2129systems often have to reinvent the wheel again and again, expending considerable
2130effort in building new systems. This is because reusable system components and/or
2131source code is generally not available, design rationales are often not well documented,
2132and there is no technology available that offers the degrees of flexibility and
2133configuration options that are required for studying most of the open research issues
2134that we have identified. Such a flexible platform would also have great practical
2135application in schools if teachers were able to configure their systems—guided by
2136research results—in a manner that fits their particular needs.
2137The seventh and final issue is of a more pragmatic nature. It is the question of how
2138argumentation technology can make inroads into everyday learning settings in schools and
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2139universities. To get a better intuition of past and current usages of argumentation systems,
2140we conducted an (informal) email-based survey with the research and development teams
2141of some of the systems listed in “Appendix” (23 requests for 29 systems; 18 responses
2142covering 23 systems). To summarize, at least some of the systems accomplished the
2143transition from research prototypes to systems for real usage, either as free tools or as
2144commercial products. For instance, SenseMaker as part of a number of WISE projects is
2145used by hundreds of teachers around the world. Reason!Able was used in hundreds of
2146schools (mainly in Australia) and dozens of universities. Its commercial successor
2147Rationale is now adopted by at least dozens of schools and universities. Regular usages
2148are reported for Athena, iLogos, and ArguNet in higher education philosophy. InterLoc has
2149been adopted by tutors in several educational institutions in U.K. The overall breadth of
2150usage is oftentimes not known because many of the systems can be downloaded without
2151registration. For instance, there is quite an active community using the freely available
2152Compendium system, and Araucaria has been downloaded to over 10,000 different IP
2153addresses, of which a fair amount presumably resulted in educational usages.
2154However, on a larger scale, the proliferation of argumentation systems in education still
2155lags behind its potential. We want to highlight three directions that hold promise for a wider
2156adoption of argumentation systems in the future: First, Web-based (and Web 2.0)
2157technologies will lower the technical hurdle considerably as compared to most of the
2158existing systems. To use future (and some of today’s) argumentation systems, one will only
2159require a Web browser and still have access to an appealing and highly usable multiuser
2160interface. Today’s teachers often fail to employ systems in the classroom because of highly
2161complicated installation procedures and/or problems with the IT infrastructure (too restrictive
2162computer/network settings with permissions, open network ports, and firewalls, wrong Java
2163versions installed, etc.). Second, systems should be developed with realistic usage scenarios
2164in mind, also considering the needs and preferences of teachers—without their buy-in,
2165argumentation technology will not succeed in classrooms. A recent example is the
2166ARGUNAUT system (Hoppe et al. 2008), which aims at supporting teachers to moderate
2167multiple group discussions in parallel, an important requirement for classroom scenarios.
2168Our third point is connected to the second. The development process of educational
2169argumentation systems should follow a participatory design approach, that is, stakeholders
2170like students, teacher, and educational decision makers should be included from the start
2171and on a regular basis. This inclusion contrasts with many existing approaches, which are
2172mainly driven by theoretical considerations with little or no participation of system users.
2173Having important stakeholders “in the loop,” continuously, right from the beginning of
2174a project, will ensure early corrective feedback and tailoring of the software to the
2175users’ needs.
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2180Appendix: Overview of reviewed tools

2181Our review covered the systems, methods, and studies shown in the table below. In the
2182rightmost column, in brackets, we provide the number of citations to the main paper of each
2183system, based on a Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com) as an indicator of the
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2184influence of each system. This Google search was done in October and November 2009.
2185All URLs were last visited on 2009-10-27.

2186

2187
2190No 2191Tool 2192Feature description 2193Reference [#]

21951 2196AcademicTalk 2197collaborative, educational, sentence
2198openers, based on dialogue game
2199theory

2200McAlister et al. 2004 [56] http://www.
2201londonmet.ac.uk/ltri/research/
2202projects/at.htm

22042 2205Aquanet 2206collaborative, configurable ontology 2207Marshall et al. 1991 [216]

22093 2210Araucaria 2211transcript, argument schemes, central
2212database for argument exchange
2213Reed and Rowe 2004 [96] http://
2214Araucaria.computing.dundee.ac.uk

22164 2217Argue/ArguMed 2218argument assistance, legal domain 2219Verheij 2003 [66] http://www.ai.rug.
2220nl/∼verheij/aaa/argumed3.htm

22225 2223ArguNet 2224collaborative, Web-based 2225Schneider et al. 2007 [-] http://www.
2226argunet.org

22286 2229ARGUNAUT 2230educational, support system for
2231human moderators, used with Digalo
2232De Groot et al. 2007 [12], McLaren et
2233al. 2009 [-] http://www.argunaut.org

22357 2236Athena 2237educational, report generator 2238Rolf and Magnusson 2002 [30] http://
2239www.athenasoft.org

22418 2242AVER 2243criminal investigations 2244van den Braak and Vreeswijk 2006 [5]

22469 2247AVERs 2248criminal investigations 2249Bex et al. 2007 [13]

225110 2252Belvedere v1 and v2 2253educational, collaborative, ITS,
2254scientific/evidential reasoning
2255Suthers et al. 1995 [163], Suthers
2256et al. 2001 [43]

225811 2259Belvedere v3 and v4 2260educational, collaborative, multiple
2261views, scientific /evidential
2262reasoning

2263Suthers 2003 [39] http://lilt.ics.hawaii.
2264edu/lilt/software/belvedere

226612 2267BetterBlether 2268educational, collaborative, sentence
2269openers
2270Robertson et al. 1998 [67]

227213 2273Carneades 2274support of multiple proof-standards,
2275IBIS
2276Gordon et al. 2007 [58] http://
2277carneades.berlios.de

227914 2280CoChemEx 2281educational, collaborative, inquiry
2282learning, chemistry, scripted
2283Tsovaltzi et al. 2009 [-]

228515 2286CoFFEE 2287educational, collaborative, multiple
2288tools, configurable
2289Belgiorno et al. 2008 [1] http://www.
2290coffee-soft.org/

229216 2293Collaborato-rium 2294collaborative, IBIS 2295Klein and Iandoli 2008 [1], Malone
2296and Klein 2007 [6] http://cci.mit.edu/
2297research/climate.html

229917 2300Collect-UML 2301Educational, collaborative, problem
2302solving, UML diagrams, ITS
2303Baghaei et al. 2007 [6]

230518 2306Compendium 2307successor of Questmap, collaborative,
2308IBIS
2309Buckingham Shum et al. 2006 [54],
2310Okada and Buckingham Shum 2008
2311[1] http://compendium.open.ac.uk

231319 2314Convince Me 2315educational, model of coherent
2316reasoning
2317Ranney and Schank 1998 [26] http://
2318www.soe.berkeley.edu/∼schank/
2319convinceme

232120 2322CoPe_it! 2323successor of Hermes, (also)
2324educational, collaborative, multiple
2325views, support of multiple proof-
2326standards, decision support, IBIS

2327Karacapilidis 2009 [-]

232921 2330CycleTalk Chat
2331Environment
2332educational, collaborative, problem
2333solving, thermodynamics, tutorial
2334dialogues

2335Kumar et al. 2007 [22]
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2337

2338No 2339Tool 2340Feature description 2341Reference [#]

234322 2344DebateGraph 2345collaborative, local views 2346http://www.debategraph.org

234823 2349Debatepedia 2350collaborative, wiki-based 2351http://wiki.idebate.org

235324 2354Digalo 2355educational, collaborative,
2356configurable ontology
2357Schwarz and Glassner 2007 [4] http://
2358www.dunes.gr

236025 2361DREW 2362educational, collaborative, multiple
2363tools
2364Corbel et al. 2002 [18]

236626 2367Epsilon (with tutorial
2368agent Pierce)
2369educational, collaborative, problem
2370solving, OMT diagrams, sentence
2371openers, interaction analysis,
2372tutorial feedback, group and
2373student model

2374Goodman et al. 2005 [28]

237627 2377Epsilon (interaction
2378analysis)
2379educational, collaborative, problem
2380solving, OMT diagrams, sentence
2381openers, interaction analysis

2382Soller 2001 [214]; Soller 2004 [38]

238428 2385Group Leader Tutor 2386educational, collaborative, sentence
2387openers, Group Leader agent to
2388facilitate interaction

2389McManus and Aiken 1995 [100];
2390Israel and Aiken 2007 [3]

239229 2393Hermes 2394collaborative, support of multiple
2395proof-standards, decision support,
2396IBIS

2397Karacapilidis and Papadias 2001
2398[128] http://www-sop.inria.fr/aid/
2399hermes

240130 2402IBIS/gIBIS 2403collaborative, notational support to
2404solve wicked problems
2405Conklin and Begeman 1988 [1310]

240731 2408iLogos 2409educational, causal diagrams 2410Easterday et al. 2007 [4] http://www.
2411phil.cmu.edu/projects/
2412argument_mapping

241432 2415Interloc 2416successor of AcademicTalk,
2417educational, collaborative, sentence
2418openers, configurable dialogue games

2419Ravenscroft et al. 2008 [1] http://
2420www.interloc.org

242233 2423KIE/ SenseMaker,
2424WISE
2425educational; container visualization,
2426inquiry learning, science learning
2427Bell 1997 [142]; Bell and Linn 2000
2428[222], Linn et al. 2003 [89] http://
2429tels.sourceforge.net/sensemaker

243134 2432LARGO 2433educational; legal argumentation, ITS 2434Pinkwart Q2et al. 2006 [23]

243635 2437LASAD 2438educational, collaborative, flexible/
2439configurable architecture, intelligent
2440support

2441Loll et al. 2009 [-] http://cscwlab.in.
2442tu-clausthal.de/lasad/

244436 2445Legalese 2446legal argumentation 2447Hair 1991 [10]

244937 2450Pedabot 2451educational, support for technical
2452discussion boards by IR
2453Kim et al. 2008 [4]

245538 2456Questmap 2457collaborative, IBIS 2458Carr 2003 [32]

246039 2461Rashi/Human Biology
2462Inquiry Tutor
2463educational, ITS, inquiry learning,
2464multiple tools
2465Woolf et al. 2005 [4]

246740 2468Rationale 2469educational, multiple argument modes 2470Van Gelder 2007 [8] http://rationale.
2471austhink.com

247341 2474Reason!Able 2475educational 2476Van Gelder 2002 [22], Van Gelder
24772003 [35]

247942 2480Room 5 2481collaborative, legal argumentation,
2482implements dialogue game
2483Loui et al. 1997 [54]

248543 2486SEAS 2487decision support, argument templates;
2488table, starburst and constellation
2489depictions of multidimensional
2490arguments

2491Lowrance 2007 [4], Lowrance et al.
24922008 [4] http://www.ai.sri.com/∼seas
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2494

2495No 2496Tool 2497Feature description 2498Reference [#]

250044 2501TC3 2502educational, collaborative, tool suite
2503to support collaborative writing of
2504argumentative texts

2505Munneke et al. 2003 [14]

250745 2508Zeno 2509Predecessor of Carneades and
2510Hermes, support of multiple proof-
2511standards, decision support, IBIS

2512Gordon and Karacapilidis 1997 [213]

251446 2515– 2516educational, collaborative 2517Jeong 2003 [115]

251947 2520– 2521educational, collaborative,
2522argumentation vee diagrams
2523Nussbaum et al. 2007 [2]

252548 2526– 2527educational, collaborative, scripting
2528by roles approach
2529Schellens et al. 2007 [3]

253149 2532– 2533educational, collaborative, micro-
2534scripting, Toulmin-based
2535Stegmann et al. 2007 [16]

253750 2538– 2539educational, collaborative, integration
2540of conceptual and discourse
2541representations, uses Belvedere

2542Suthers et al. 2008 [37]

2543
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